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Ili plights for the,Executive
, MANAGING CORPORATE EXTERNAL RELATIONS CHANGING PERSPECTIVES AND RESt:SES by Phyllis S. McGrath Report No.679

T HE DEARTH OF public confidence in

business is the paramount external problem
fang corporate management today. aLording
to most of the chief executives. as well as a great
many of the external relations executives,
contacted for this survey. Ai

,
amid the growing

concern over the deteri ation of business'
credibility,management 'i placing a greater
priority on the company's relations with its
external publics..

The 'External lssubs s

. .
`executives do. not make a marked distinction

between futUre imperatives and those of today.
Thy stress that companies must make the best
use of the cpmpetehcies and resources

'T currently available to. them.- AddilionAy, they
see the need to: ..

In (act, most external issues troubling
companies are closely? linked to, and in some,
cases the direct result of this primaq problem
of credibility. The ciereasing ilegislation of
business operations, for example. evolves in large
part from the public's demands for-government
control because the public distrusts business.
Other issues of grave concern to corporate

.executives are the nation's economy, the
corporation's financial picture d need for
capital, and the survival of free enterprie
system.

TheCorporation'sPublics ' t ..
Many 15f the external relatiOns executives

. surveyed acknowledge that the large "general
public" 'needs to be identified as a number of

. individual public's --,-.government (federal, state
and local), consumers and customers, stock-
holders and institutional investors, The media,
the community, and a multitude of special
interest%groups. These corporate publics have
become more active and more, vocal in recent
years. and most of the executives surveyed have
come. to accoept the critical importance of the
company's relations with its vanous publics.

The EVolying Imperatives

Because of the constantly evolving nature of
external relatio s issues and publics. chief

r
t

l

. Develop new skills, p

nication skills.
. Improve economic edug

rticularly commu;

tion programs.
. Strengthen business-government relations.

0 . Expand community involvement: "corpo-
rate citizehship.';/

. Improve research methods.
..0-

Organizing the External
.
Relatiotii Unit

Many companies recognize an underlying
common thread in their relations ,with their
various publics and are taking a more
integrated approach to the management . of
their external relations. In terms of organi-
zation structure, there is a 'tend toward
placing all or most external relations functions
under one executive. .` _

The two broad organizational ratteens for
external relations activities are: ,

I' .). . it

(1) A "fragmented" structure in which'nfost
of the activities report through. individual
functional area's, such as marketing or finance.

(2) An "iptegrated" approach in which most
or all external relations activities report to one
executive.

/
There is a growing trend toward the second

approach, again _apparently in recognition of
the commonality among external activities. )

The executive in charge of the coordinated
external -relitions department has one- of a
variety of titles: public affairs, public elations,
corporate cortimunications; to name just a few.
For the most part, the differences among titles
are semantic differences, althoug'\ "public

0 1976 The Coder:nee Board. Inc.
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affairs" does frequently connate an eitrphasis
on 'govern me.nt "trelarZns,

1

A.

)" The Robs

The CEO. Lt. is 'generally agreed thaf 'the
impetus for the corporation's external relations
efforts must come from the chief executive
officer, and a growing Aurhber of these
business leadeist are taking an active, role
theniselves in -the external effort. They
characterize their participation in one of---
several 'ways: 'as- the "p'ersonifieation" of the.
company and the principal spokesperson; as
the policymaker for external rilltiers; or, in
broadest terms, involved with everything , to
a limited degree.

Staff. To the , chief executive, the most
common 'difference between his job and that .

of the staff executive is in the area of
policymaking, but in reality the division of
roles is not clearly delineated, and the two
work very closely in many instances. The staff
executive has three roles advice (or counsel),
service and control. As is typically the ease
with staff executives, external relations
'executives most often -find themselves in the
counseling role.

Outside firms. The outside counselors are
most frequently just that 7 "counselors,"
although, of course, they are often hired or
retained for implementation of programs. This

implementation* (the service role) .is especially
common with regard to media relations.'

The E rXtEriaii,lbtions'Executive

The traditional assumption of an eXterilal-
relations executive having a public relations or
jourhalism badlcground is still the case for the
_largest number of survey respondents, btit it,is

'11

_AP

t
no longer., the only acceptable 614 The
external relations executive now often

ono

from general operations, aw,-and marketing.
Perhaps because the, job calls for a firm working
knowledge or the company, external' relations
executives tend to have been with their compa-
nies for many yeatt, although they May be rela-
tively new in their current position.

A key question in all of this analysis is how
import t top management considers external
relations. hen top-level decisions are being,
made, is e external relations executive
involved, a d how much weight is assigned to

,,,external implications? The CEO's say external
- relations is very important, but the external

relations executives hesitate to be quite so
confident. One indication of the importance of
external matters is that the external relations
Oitecutive serves on top-level management
committees in just under half of the companies
in the survey:

Evaluating External 'Relations

How companies dete/mine whether their
external efforts are effective is a difficult
question to answer. For one thing, like other
staff functions whose impacts on Corporate
profits. are not immediately evident, external
.relations does not readily lend itself tc\
measurement.' Then, too, a multitude of
outside influences interact upon the issues and
publics that the programs are aimed at, so that
results cannot be attributed to corporate
efforts alone. As a result, measurement
practices may be categorized as follows.

. It's necessary but difficult.

. It all depends on the situation.
an academic exercise.
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The Studyi Method a d Limitations

The Conference Board received information forthis
study from More than 50' executives', representing i368
companies. One hundred an eighty-five ofthe executives
polled -were chief executives of their companies. The

,remainder were high-level exte nal relations executives
most frequieriitly the top external elations executive of the
company.

Information for the report w obtained -from two
written questionnaires and a teleph ne survey. The chief .
executives answered a written questiohnaire covering their
own perception of the issues, the effectiveness their.
companies:.current respohse, and tfre extent and nature of
their own_ involvement. Qne ndred \and ,forty-seven
external relations executives answAred' questions on similar
poirits, and also furnished information On their own
professional background, their companies' organizatiorTal
structure, and their the pf outside counseling/,firms. In a

.telephope survey, an additional 156 external relations
executives replied to a, limited numbef of key questions
selected from the written questionnaire. Indepth interviews

re conducted with about forty selected respondents
some of whom also answered written questionnaires. \

a

The Sample
et-

o

Table T: Clsifica,tion of Companies by Most
Important Line of Business'

Classification
Number of
Companies

Manufacturing
Utilities
Insurance

Banks

Transportation
WhOlesale and retail trade

Petroleum .

Mining
Miscellaneous

195

36

32
30

la

8

2i
Total 368

'In` some instances, diversified companies report several 'most
!portant" lines of business. In those cases, the author,has made an
arbnrery-deCtsion, based 69 the identification of those corripanies in'
the public mind, for the purpose 9f classification in this table.

1

Table 2: Classification
Net Sales'

'The distribution of the survey respondents by,industrY
ouping, or' mOst iroportatit line of business:15 shown in

Table 1. Although the_predominant revesentation is from
manufacturing, a' wide variety of nonmanufacturing
organizations responded to the Board's survey,

Table 2 summarizes the responding companies by size
annual riet sales, assts inItive.case of banks, and operating
revenues for 'tr nsportation companies.

As a gaper rule, it can be assumed that laige companies
in consumer roduct bilsinesses certain manufacturers,
banks, insura ce companies, oil companies, and others
are much mo e. "visible" to the general public than ;re, say,
industrialeq ipment manufacturers. Becausetheyare more

-).'easily recogn zable, they'are subject to attention from their
many publics. But all companies have publics; only the
recognition ccorded those publics and the manner in
which they re dealt with -.I differ.

Limitatio s of the Sttidy

This sty
and deal
tuencies,

consume
necessit

employ
, frequen

0

yconcerns itself with, how companies perceive
ith their many external publics, or consti-

ch as environmentalists, government agencies,
groups, security 'analysts, and others. Of

it excludes employees. While it is true that
relations and employee communications are
a part of the function of the external relations

of Compar !At Annual

Annual Net Sales
(Millions of Dollars)

Number of
Companies

c
$ under 4'9 5

50 99 * 8

00 199 ....4 14

2s0 499 66
50 a 999 , 73
1,0 4,500 . 198
Over ,500

*
. -2

, otat 36-61

......)
of annual net sales, assets ,were used to classify banks,.

revenues for transportation companies. ,,
,

panies are priv,ately held and sales figures are

I nstea

and operati

a Two co
unavailable.

'

'staff, employees are an internal public. Of course, the
employee also fun ions asstockholder, consumer and as a
member of other publics at various times. 4

Many external r ations executives point out that,
international external, elations is fast becoming a critical
area of involvement. 13 t this subject requires 'a separate
analysis, and it is touched on only briefly in the present
report.

vii



FOreword

WHAT SOCIETY' EXPECTS of business is

creating both oppOrtunities ancl' obsitacles for
business leadership. Both -are implicit' in the
phrase "society expects." At the outset, society
is not a monoli-th;lather, it is ari assemblage of
fragmented publics - each with speCial concerns'
and priorities.- that y.1% for business' attention.
And "expects" greatly' understates these ever
escalating demands and competing priorities.

Because of their direct or indirect impact on a
Moompany, relations MO. its .publics have long
been a preoccupation of management. The
Conference Board, through its studies, has

tracked changing emphases in the attention
management has giv,en to particular groups
customers, 'media,investors, stockholders. More
recently,-the Board's analyses have concentrated
on emerging issues in the general area called
public affairs discrimination, *. pollution,
energy, consv(merism, to name butt a feW of the
issues. '

There is, hbwever, .vidence that-current
pressures are bringing a u/ a change in

corporate 'perceptions of external relations.1
Rather than analyze fragments, albeit large
fragments, the Board has' attempted to docu-
ment in this current,study the total complex of
issues and publics that shape contemporary
corporate external relations efforts. More

r

.

significantly, this study prObes the extent tp
which management's perception of external
relations has affected corporate planning in that .

area A progression of titles -1 from public
relations to public affairs, to corporate comrnu-
nications, to corporate relations signals some
chahge in managerial emphasis. The tantalizing
questions were why, what and Wow.

An admiion is in order here. Ambitious
though our study plan was; it,could not match
the :variety ofhtieresis and urgings of the
numerous 'professionals from whom information ,
was sought. On the basis oftheirexpecfations
dnd ours this report can only be looked at-a's
one phase Of a continuinlexploration..
, Phyllis McGrath, Researdh, Associate in Man-.
aament Research, developed this report under
the general guidance of Harold Stiegliti, Vice
President of Management Research. They and
the Board are indebted to the several hundred
chief executives and corporate external relations
executives who gave generoutsly of ',their time
and information. And The ConferenceBoaidis
especially grateful to the 13' organizations that -

provided financial support .for this research
project,

ALEXANDER B. TROWBRIDGE
President
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Chapter 1

The Nature of the Issues and the Publics
, , .

TO STATE THE obvious, business* is a major
agent of change in our society. It affects
improvements in the standard of living and
quality of life 'and, in turn, is affected by the
changed values to with it has contributed.
Indeed;.. its .effectiveness and efficiency have

'made blisingss, a, Major if not dominant
. instpunient of socio-economic change..While this

is a role that business has not necessarily sought,
it has /become a role that business canpot shun.
Reluctantly or willingly, buSiness and-its leaders
tre coming to )terms with the implication's and
.imperatives of their ever-expanding role and with
the realities oftOexistence with the public.

-The term "external relations," in 'tie sense,
that it is used in this report, encompasses how
companies manage their relationships with a
variety of Outside publics, and what companies
regard as the crifical issues facing them in
relation tot those'externar publics.

The Issues ; ''''
. .

Regardless of size and type of".indu4try, .a.,.
company operating in today's .environ is. ,..,

necessarily faced with a multitude.',of rtial'",
relations issues. The character of the is,s es,- eie
well as the level of 'urgency, may vary-accoiding
to industry, size or other factors, but to one
degree or another alj companies are confronted .
by external relations problems. This is made
clear by the:vice president administration of a

- relatively low-visibility company:

"The heart of the matter is 'the future of-
corporate existence; the° contihuation of our
economid system. Business' argument is that the
classic function-- of business, of allowed to
operate efficieRtly, will permit benefits to
trickle dciwn., But there is. serious and increasing
concern fon the part of the public that- the
system is not working, that business has too,
much power and too little accountability. Many

'outside groups no longer trust business. If you
. .

*

2 THE CONFERENCE BOARD

v w external relations that way it is no longer
less rnportant for my low.-visibility company
than s to a high-visibility company."

Business' Credibility: The Number One Issue

Numerous issues haying a bearing on the
operations ofa' company can be considered to
have external implications. But, from his

- command post at the apex of a corporation, the
chief executive officer has perhaps the most
cogent if not the clearest" view of what is
challenging his company from the outside, and
of what may lie ahead. His is a compelling
perspective because, by the very nature of his
'role, he "as ultimate accountabilitLfor the
survival of 'his organization.

The overwhelming concern of the chief
executives 'Isurvpyed Is the growing distrust of
business on the part of the general public. One
hundred and seven of the 185 CEO's cited this'as
a key problein. Due in.large part to a relatively
feW highly publicized ieverits of recent years,
"big business" and particularly many ,of the.
more visible industries is in disfavor with the
public at large. The public no longer accepts the
word of the corporation; it qfiestions business'
motive. It does not understand enough about
the economic system to realize what is meant by
"profits." More and more disclosure of data is
being demanded.

One chief executive sums up the problem as:
"The attitude that the large corporation is the
`eh'emy? rather than 'the `benefactor' of the indi-
vidual. This hostile, adveriarial attitude among
politiCians, academicians, publicists, activists is
the central deterrent to sound solutions of eco:-
nomic and related problems. In large part, this
arises from the fact that-many people do not
understand our econ6mic system and neither
educational sources nor the business community
have carried the facts lo the people."

Another respondent refers to' the current
period as "the age of protest," Which, has

, 13
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resulted in a loss of public credibility not just in
business, but in most of our major institutions.
including education, government,' and the legal
and medical professions. However,'while busi-
ness leaders realize that other, .institutions. are
also suffering from this prevailing distrust, their
primary concern is understandably for the
problems of business.

The low .credibility that business now shares
with other major institutions. also grows from
inflated expectations. The expectations or
demands range from better products to better
information; from lower prices to a voice in
cdrpotate management. And government, of ,
cause, is not a passive observer in these
business-public relationships.

Loss of public confidence ,in business has
_resulted from pressures from a multitude, of

publics." The head of a steel company
,enumerates some of the key criticisms of

, business by describing the problem as: "The
attack from' public, especially political, quarters
on the free enterprise ..system for almost any
reason; whether it be profits and their meaning,
product reliability, prices, advertising, pollution,
contributions, board membership, disclosure of
confidential information, or anything else that
comes to mind."

The loss of credibility, it is conceded, is
caused in part: by mistakes made by business.
Some faulty products, some cases of overpricing,
insider stock trading, political slush funds; and
the like, have been Videly publicized. Many of
the chief executives place a good portion of the
blame on the media for the way in which news is
presented to the public. The electronic media in
particular have tremendous power over public

'attitudes. And only bad news makes headlines.

yJ

Economic Education

The CEO's ontinue to feel quite strongly
that an important factor behind the general
mistrust of business is the inadequacy of what is,
generally termed `Vcdriemic education." Ac-
fording- to one resp6ndent: "One of the most
serious problems facing American business today,
is the lack of public understanding about how
business operates, the importance of profits to
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finance, the continued expansion of productive
capacity, and the need for increased incentives
to'make such expansion pos.. sible."

There is a fairly consistent pattern to the
arguments for more economic educaton. The
cokensus is that the public needs to be provided
with facts (see box). If the general pubic could
be made 'to understand that profits do not mean
excess money, that business has made
tremendous contributions to oui,society and'to
the standard of living in the United States and
all other industrial nations of the world, that the
consequences, of the destruction of odr free
enterprise syste'm would be disastrous, then thex
would support ,business as an institution ork
society. Many feel such an 'edu.cational effort
must begin in the schools. They recognizg a
-complacency even in their own children.

Some Other External Issues

From the deterioration of business.credibility .
flow, to a large exfent, other issues of major
concern to top executives: government over-
regulation of business; indeed, the future
viability of the free enterprise, system. For
example, the president of a high-visibility
consumer product company , warns about "the'
failure of the public to understand the economic
system, the consequences of which are incredi-
ble go-vernmental interference and pressure

The Case for "Economic Education"?

Early in my career. in public relations, one of
the big problems was that the people, according to
polls of the time, thought business profits, after an
charges, were 25 percent of sales. The actual figure
was then close to 5 percent. After 40 years of hard
work by many dedicated organizations, people no
longer' think that profits are 25 percent. They
think they are 28 percent ... and the real figure
is still around 5 percent."

John W. Hill
Chairman, Executive Committee

Hill & Knowlton, Inc.
. Address to 16th Public Relations Society

of America Institute

TPIE)ISSUES AND THE PUBLICS



which have the opposite rather than the
intended effect."

Governmental constraints both at the federal
and local levels, qombined with public and
consumer attitudes, are "leading to fundamental
obstacles impeding my company's ability to
form capital for expansion land our ability to
produce and 'distribute goods at reasonable cost
and with the required returns on investment,"
according fo another chief executive officer.

And the increased mistrust of business is

clearly intertwined with the energy situation, as
witness the general disbelief in the reality of the
energy crisis during the winter of 1973-1974.
According to the head of a utility. "Solutions to

'tiery real energy shortages are directly related
to basic economics,-a subject greatly misunder-

. Stood by the public."
And what many businessmen regard as an

antibusiness slant' of the media is, according to
one CEO, responsible for the election of an
uninformed political group. There is some
question regarding the inclusion of the media as
a corporate public, since in the strictest sense
the media are only a conduit for furnishing
information to the other publics. But what a
conduit! Through sglectiorS interpretation and
transmission, they determine what others will
hear or see. Management believes it must make a
definite effort to influence or win over the
media because the media have become the most
important -direct source on which the public
relies for opinions. The media 7 and particularly
the electronic media have so much power over
the perception orbusiness' credibility that many
feel the media must be considered a separate
public.

?

None of these issues is novel. Yet each
warranfs a brief elaboration in terms of the

_ concerns expressed by the Chief executives.

Government tntervention.

Almost a quarter of the chief executives
surveyed make special mentiOn of ,what they
view as ever-increasing government regulation of
their industries and their companies. Using
expressions ranging from "overregulation" to
"can cerlike" and "octopus," they complain

4 THE CONFERENCE BOARD

about excessive government regulation in areas
such as pollution abatemenf, safety and health,
equal employment rights, financial reporting,
and consumer protection. Many of these
executives feel that politicians are "using
businessmen as scapegoats." A number comment
on The potentially harmful' esults of government
fiscal irresponsibility. Several single out
Congress, with one calling that body "irrespon-
sible, arrogant and inept."

Not all of the chief executives think of
government just in terms of costly or stifling
regulations. A number of _respondents call for
improved and more active communications in
order to increase legislators' understanding of
and empathy for, the needs of business. Certain
industries are more vocal an others on
this subject; those that h ve experienced more
stringent constraints are more, outspoken. But
the comments come from a wide variety of
industries.

The complaints, although raised primarily in
connection with the Federal Government, also
extend 'to state and local4overnments: Indus-
tries affected by states that have banned
products and taken other actions viewed as 2

-antibusiness give particularly heav)k emphasis
to the difficulties of relations with state and
local authorities.

To a large number of corporate leaders, some
differed and 'possibly more compelling prob-
lems loom With regard to the regulatory
agencies. As summarized by the head of a
banking institution: "The regulatory agencies
are an up-and-coming problem that is snow-
balling rapidly. The regulations emanating from
these agencies in many cafes are much more
stringent and restrictive than the original laws;
few, if any, companies are equipped to deal with
the 'anonymous' staff members of these
agencies."

Survival of the Free Enterprise System

The future health of the freeienterprise,
system is quite clearly of critical importance to
senior management. Business leaders feel the
challenge to retain and to strengthen the, free
enterprise system in the face of what they regard
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as threats \from varied social, politital and
econonlic faetfons.

In the words of the chairman of a bank
holding company: "The most critical problem
facing American business today is -the gradUal,
but accelerating, deterioiation of our system of
free enterprise by our growing dependence on
government support and regulation instead of
the diverse efforts of individuals iri basically free
markets."

Economic and Financial Problems

A substantial number of the chief executives
surveyed feel that today's economy and the
unsettled outlook for the future are the most
Serious issues they face. Ari.additional group
stresses capital formation and the problem of
liquidity. As one chairman outlines his thoughts:
"The problem is availability of capital. Govern-
ment deficits and the discouragement of capital
formation through tax policy threaten all

business, and particularly capital-intensive indus-
tries."

Of course; there is no clear line between
complaints involving- government, taxes and,
difficulties in capital expansion. 'Thus, to
president of a consumer product company, his
troubles involve: _Increasing controls on busi-
ness which, coupled with a restrictive federal tax
policy, severely limit the ability of business to
form the capital needed for healthy growth."

In fact, quite a number of CEO's diomment on
the problem of taxation. They see no end to the
continuing growth of federal social programs,
and an ever-increasing tax burden on companies
and qn individuals to support these prurams.
Several mention specific items of tax legisralioo,
such as the depletion -allowance, and a number
make special reference to the tax treatment
accorded multinational firms, and to duties on
imports;

Other Issues

CEO's also worry about the increased and
outsized expectations of the public in.general,
and of labor and youth in partidular. And they
are very aware of the demands of special_ interest

`""`''grelitiff4surriers, eriviron me

mentioned. These are the activi
added, or are adding, new

. corporate performance," in the
vice president public affair

talists, minor-
iticis, and church groups' are ost frequently

is who "have
inwnsions to
wrds of the

of a steel
cornya y.

Man , too, express concern e,garding the
outlook for the energy situation i
States and around the world. Alth

theeUnited
ugh'inost of

the CEO's acknowledge the broadet isstip the
_requirements of society so,ite draw particular,
attention to their own needs for raw mat erials.
The energy issue causes division within tI
business community,\ however in siniple
terms, between the users and the suppliers.As
public affairs executive of a major oil producer
remarked, the energy crisis left the petroleum
industry with a new public L the rest of the 9
business community and/that new public had
already developed a distrust of the industry.

_Priorities of Issues

To what extent do the chief external-relations
'.,functionaries agree with the chief executives on

,thejnajor issues? The box on page 6 provides a
detailed breakdown of the priorities which chief
executives assign to external issues, .juxtatiosed
with the. order of priority as seen by external
relations executives.

In the eyes of the staff person, government
overregulation outweighs credibility 4s -the most
critical issue now. Nearly half of the r spondents
point to the increasing encroac rnent of
government, primarily the Federal 'G vernment,
and the growing difficulties in 'de ling with
government agencies. The problem o business
credibility is not forgotteri, however, d more
than one-third of the external relatio execu-
tives cite this as-being of critical import, ce. Ifi,,
the words of a petroleum cbmpany representive: /*/

"Upon the Success of companies like ours in
stemming or reversing the deterioration of
relations with publics and governments, depends
the retention of anything like the freedom of
action historically enjoyed by private enterprise
in this country and elsewhere, A function not

THE ISSUES AND THE PUBLICS 5
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''41!
Critical Issues Today and Tomorrow
As Viewed by'185 Chief Executives.and 303 External Relations Executives
(ranked by'frequency of mention)

Note: The following "issues" represent a consensus of the responses to the question: What do you see as the most
critical issued facing your company and American business with regard to relations with external publics
today, and three to five years from now? (Because no list ,of choices was provided, the responses should be. ,
evaluated as volunteered responses.)

Issue

Today Three to Five Years from Now

CEO

External
Relations Executive CEO

External
Relations Executive

-Business credibility 1 2 1 5 2

Government overregulation 2 1 1 .1

The economy ., e 3 3 3 4

Corporate finance 4 5 2 5

Survival of freelenterprise system .... 5. 7 9 9

Demands of special interest groups
(consumprs, environmentalists,
minorities, etc.) 6 4 10 3

Taxation 7, 9 7- 12

Eriprgy
1.

8 ' 6 4 6

International management 9 8 6 .

Increased expectations of the
public, or'pcial issues , 10 .

10 11 13

Media 11

Labor 1 , 12 12 13

Investor relations 11 , 10

People Oroblems (employee relations,
human resources, etc.) ,

. * 8 8
Skills of future executives

and nonexecutives 12

"Mentioned by an insignificant number of respondents. In addition, the tabulation does not include sevelal o --thesmentioned
too infrequently to merit ranking.

Wit, or even primarily, of 'relations' efforts as
such, but of conduct of our affairs in a fashion
tq strengthen public confidence."

The issues of the United States' economy,
demands of special interest groups, and financial
considerations also loom large in the minds of
the external relations practitiOners. The Com-
parative weights they assign to the issues cross
all industry groupings and size patterns,
illustrating a uniformity of concern through6ut
the Business community.

THE CONFERENCE BOARD

The staff executive is, of course,, viewing
external relations from a very different vantage
point than. the chief executive, and this, to some
extent, emplains; the variations in issue priorities.
The staff person gives priority to the more
immediate issues that must be contended with.
The, chief executive tends to accent the more
global issues that affect the environment .in
which business operates. And,- of course, the
CEO is influenced by peer-group relationships in
the business community. A wnsensus evidently
grows out of the discussions of groups of
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business leaders concerning problems common
to all of them. A eiiief executive, who isactive
in the Business Roundtable, The Conference
Board, and rdny other organizations, comments
that ,niembers of his staff do not get the
constant exposure to such discussions that he
gets.

Despite Minor variations in priorities, the
chief executive officer and the external relations

'executive have parallel concerns. Indeed, the
organization would have. a potentially serious
'problem if they did not. Tit philosophy 'of the
CEO sets the pattern for the philosophy of the
total' corporation. The ideas of the CEO
stimulate the planning and policymaking of the
corporation, and it is the responSibility. of tfle
staff to carry out those policies and plans. At
the same times the external relations executive is
responsible for identifying upcoming issued
alerting senior management to any implications
such issues could have for/the company. in other
words, the ideas "of the two need.not be exactly
alike on any particular day, but they need to
coincide over a period of time. '",

Future Issuies 41,

Even in the near past, industry can painfully
recollect being unprepared for a new issue or for
sudden public demands. For example,consumer
groups and environmentaliits have been around
for years, quietly gathering /morhentum. Yet
most companies admit that they were not
prepared for the sudden intensification of their
activities. Many external relations executives
regardlessipf their particular titles now ,see
their primary function as one of anticipating.
upcoming issues and. publics. The distant future

and even 15 to 20 years hence is for the
futurists to plumb.,Bitt in ldoking ahead three to
five years, the senior external 'relations executive
and the chief executive are in full agreement :\
that the critical problems will be more of the
same, although priorities may shift.

The vice president public affairs of a steel
company outlines his prediction for the next
few years, and it does not differ very much from
the way respondents perceive today's environ-
ment:

18
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"Low regard of business by the public;
"Misunderstanding of. corporate -purposes and

role;
"ynicism regarding corporate ethics and

morals;
"Little underStanding of the free enterprise

system."

But'while credibility is the greatest concern bf
chief executives today, these same executives
anticipate, as do their external relations
specialists, that the major external Worry in the
Rot-too-distant future'will relate to government
intervention. Seventy-five percent of the chief
executive respondents believe that government
intrusion Is going to become then*" primaty
concern.

The switch in emphasis evidently grows out of
their current concern about credibility. When
the credibility of business is called into question,
the .public 'demands more control by 'govern-

- mpnt. If the chief executives see lack of
credibility as the issue today, it follows that
encroachfrieneby, government is all .but inevi-
table tomorrow.

,.

Capital formation, liquidity, a viable money
market, the high cost of money, and the whole
area of financing are anticipated to be serious
problems in the foreseeable future. In one way
or another, respondents talk about the cost and
availability ofmoney. And a few simply say that
they see "profits" as the future worry. A sizable
number of respondents anticipate problems with
regard to the economy, both domestic and
worldwide. Others are concerned about taxes
and the closely related issue of costs to foot the
bill for such burgeoning social programs as social
security and welfare.

Among the other issues which respondents see,
gaining momentum are the many 'problems
inherent in international operations. Inter-

.

national operatiOns are growing in complexity
with more U:S. ventures overseas, with growing
nationalism in many countries, and with a
profusion of local tax structures, aws and
customs that have to be lived with.

The staff respondents forecast an i rease in
the problems of special interest groups, p marily

THE ISSUES AND THE PUBLICS 7
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-the environmentalists. A number of these
executives talk _about the balance which will
need to be achieved between the energy
situation and the demands of the environ-
mentalists. Again, perk ps because they are*
more involved with the ay-to-day, implementa-

of external icy and programs, these
executives see this whole area continuing to be
an extremely important one for the corporation.
Our survey shows only the external relations
executive not the CEO concerned about
media and investor relations three to five years
from now, another .indication of the natural
preoccupation with implementation of.the. staff
person.

With some shift in priorities, the catalog of
issues forecasts only 'a few significant changes,
The internal consequences of external issues
loom large.."People problems," the whole field
of employee relations and human resources, is

" obviously conceived of as a growing area of
sensitivity

one

chief executives and practitioners
alike, and one which will need careful' attention
in the future. People problems are hot among
the foremost concerns today, according to both
the CO and the external relations' executive,
but appear in both lists of future concerns..
Discussing ?"people problems," many chief.
executives talk about productivity, motivation
and the work attitudes of tomorrow's em-
ployees. Chief executive respondents &so discuss
the new skills which will be required of both
executives and nonexecutives in the future.
They are concerned about recruiting, and several
specifically refer to potential difficulties in

4management succession. Other executives men-
tion the problems of union demands and labor
and benefit costs.

In substance, the question conjures up in the
minds of external relations executives the
myriad problems generated by society's chang-
ing life-styles and shifting patterns of expecta-
tions. They have already experienced burgeqnitrg
demands for better products and services and'
for 'higher ,wages. liut now they anticipate

. heightened public expectation that business will
take on the job d'solving society's social and
economic problems.

8 THE CONFERENCE BOARD
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The Corporate Publics

All of these external issues assume varied hues
when perceived in terms of the corporation's.

'publics pressure, special interest, vested
interest, or other groups outside of the company
whose attitudes and actions can and do have a
vital effect upon businesS.

In a sense, it is misleading to say that business
has lost the trust of "the public," or even "the
general public." For the public is not a

monolith. In terms of its interface with the
corporatiori, the general pNblic is broker into an
array of different publics: consumers, stock-
holders, environmentalists; Minorities; youth,
etc.' each of which bring its own parochial
perspective to its relations wah business. In only
the most general sense do some executives
perceive the general public as a constituency
unto itself. Most tend to find the concept of an
enormous general public acting or teactirig in
unison too overwhelming teo. consider.
companies tend tg identify segments that may
be able to ',influence the- larger mass, e.g.,
government, the media, consumers.

The _actual relative importance of theie
publics, or constituencies, varies, of course, from
one company to the next. To the firm
manufacturing for the- retail market, the
consumer is the most important public, and the

. customer relations or consumer affairs function
takes,. precedence. With earnings down, the
financial community becomes the criticar;arget
for another company, and extra staff time is

w devoted to telling the company's story to the
financial press and analysts.

For any bpsiness, the legal environment sets
the framework and the rules for doing business.
The legal environment 'is synonymous with
government. Therefore, government and
particularly. the Federal Government is a most
important corporate public. (Asked to note
which outside group gets the highest priority in
terms of corporate1emphasis, most ,companies
name the Federal Government see box, p. 9.)

The market and the reception afforded its
products and services ate also critical to a,

company's capacity to survive and prosper.
Market can be read customers a vital public.
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How 147 External Relations Executhies
Rank Their CorporatiOns' Publics'

Public

Ranked by
Importance.to
the Company

Federal GovernMent
Customers 2

Financial community ' 3

The media 4

Stockholders 5

Local government 6

Community 7

Other 8

I' Employees, while unquestionably a public of any
company, are not included for consideration in this report
because the material relates only to external publics.

Third, financial resources, and thekse who
control them, are a dominant factor inatrporate'
viability. So the financial community, including
Wall' Street and the institutional investor, is a
most influential constituency;

The power of inforniation, and control of its
interpretation and dissemination, set the media
apart as an important public. A company mays
talk all it wants to btit it is the- media that
con st the information and that can have a
tremendous impact on "public opinion." Thus,
while the media are not' a public, strictly
speaking, they have so much influence that the
respondents rank _them among the most
important corporate constituencies and devote a
great deal of staff time to media relations.

itsWithout ' ts stockholders, of course, a

company would be financially crippled, and lack
of support at the community level could also be
a severe. handicap.,

,Relative amounts of time devoted to the
'different publics is another indicator .of
priorities. When, polled, the external relations
executives prOfess a very close match between
relative time spent on, and relative importance

.assigned to, different groups. In fact, their
responses run parallel to the rankings
importance in the. box above; with only one
exception they say that they spend more time

o

on local government thanton stockholders.
There is a basic problem in segregating pubfics

in one's mild, for the pliblic changes in the
course of a day. An employee, when.shopping,
becomes a consumer, and a consumeema'sy_ also
be a stockholder. Acknowledging this, several
companies have begun trying to reach a variety of
publics with one effort.,Brriployees are members
of the 'community. By telling the company's'
story to its employees, and conducting eco-
nomic education campaigns through house
organs, plant bulletin boards, and other
communication devices, an effort can be Made
to win community support. Another approach,
used by several firms, is to encourage stock-
holders to buy the company's products.

COmpanies add to the list of major pubtks a
variety of special terest groups, such as
environmentalists, educa 'onal institutions and
academicians, women and minorities, and
others

Trends in Publics

Despite the emergence of these special interest
/publics and the increased' attention companies
give them, comiAnis have not changed their
icipas- about which; publics are really - most

0 important. Today's list Of key corporate publics
would have been identical. -three to five years
ago, according 'to most of the executives pdlled.
As a matter of fact, the top external relations
executive of an' extractive resources :con-ipanY.
comments that the publics do not change, "only
our perception of them changes." Possibly more
(o the point, government zen-i' ains the vehicle
through which these special interest groups have
their greatest impact on the 'business com-

. munity. Another respohdet notespat while all
of the publics haye been lip existence ,for much
longer than five years, and most have grown in
importance in recent years, the most significant

. increase has been' in the Importance of
'government. Again, government controls and
regulations are the evidence.

Asked to consider the future, 66 percent of
the respondents anticipate an increase in prior-
ities assigned to international issues and a similar

\
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increase Lin the importance of the overseas con-
stituency as a result of suck' factors as:

. changing public attitude heie and abroad

. pressures from foreign governments
6 improved high-speed communication.

r

C-

.4

Again looking ahead three to five years, some
executives. predict a decrease in the attention
which companies will have to p4y.to minority
groups. They reel tha,t the minorities will gain
what they want from management and will lose
priority as a corporate public.

21'
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Chapter 2
0

The Evolving Imperatives.

1[N THE EVOLVING
1Z1'

external _

relations, an examination -or the rapid pace of
changes in issues and publics leads to the
conclusion that the 4ure is arriving very
quiCkly. Indeed, one frnitasay that The future is
already here. -Thus, when chief executives are
asked to ponder the imperatives of the future,
must magnify and project issues that already
confront them. Most underscore, too, the need
to: enhance already developing corporate be:

- havior patterns. :
Whaf is recognized is, that external relations/

issues will Trot resolvethemselves; the corpoiraTe
publics will continue to maRe demands on the
corporationkand new' publics will appedr from

'time to time. 'rc
:

The consensus , emphasizes that companies
Must do a better job with the competencies
currently available -tb them., This view was
articulated, by one CEO: "I don't believe
anything new will be required. We'must never
become complacent or arrogant or think that '

1-the problems of external relations will go awa'3i.
To tnany businessiren, acceptance of the fact
that 'outsiders' can ,properly be involved in the
company's.. decision-making process is very%
diffidult. My job is to ensure that my company
recognizes and accepts this fact and deals with it
properly." .

These Chief executives feel that their com-
pups need to "go back to the basics, but ,go
ba& more competently." "Take what we have
to work with; improve on it; expand ,it; and
utilize it to its best advantage." Speaking
realistically, many CEO's recognize that addi-
tional time, money and staff will be required.
MOre management time must be freed, they say,
for activities relating to the corporation's
publics. Many predict an expansion of the,
external reiations unit to cope with the growing
issues and demands of the publics. Others talk of
sharing the burden, for example, through

,industry ,and professional associations.

The "overall perception of what actions are

..required breaks doWn into the following
categories:

ae

develOp new. skills in corporate executives,
partiCularly more ,sophistication, more imagi-
nNion, and better cominunicatiOris ability

%. improyi economic education programs
strengthen government relations

.1,4p,and community involvements, "corpo-2°
rate' citizenship"

improve, research methods, to anticipate
trends ,in issit' es facing thp company arid trends
in demands of borporAe publics:

DivelOpiniNewSkills

Of the .185 chief executives ,surveyed, the
5 .largest group (58 CEO'S) says that the business

community Must begin to develop new skills in
-' its managefs so they become mote capable of

handling the responsibilities which will have to
be faced in the future. As one'chief executive
explains: "External affairs will become._ ore/

oriented."' As a result, greater staff
specialization will be required tahandle

. complex government relations, intensified ac-
., tivity on the part of spetal 'interest groups 'and

otrter corporate publics, as well as the increasing
complexity of the operations of multinational
bushiesses.

Tlfe vice president corporate relations of a
food comaiiy compares the current status of
his function to the status of personnel
administration twenty- years ago. At that time,
he say,s:- "There were few 'corporations that had
a personnel department and practically none
that had personnel, executives at operating
loCations t,Since then, personnel administration
hits, become la 'discipline' reqUiring 'speCial

training and experience. ,It is my fe,eling that
; corporate relations is now developing as a

separatd discipline which, like personnel admin-
istration, villrequire special skill and training."

°
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A Cooperative Approach

ti

I

"I am not a great believer in speakers bureaus.
It is quite possible for an organization to schedule
a Ilaeaker on every Rotary Club, Kiwi:anis Club,
Optimists-Club, and 4.H Club program in its entire
operatin region. And after an active 90-day
period the administrator can report that 364
speeches were made to an audience of X thousand

people and nothing happened.
"So, what do you do? Well, our experience tells

us that you arrange meetings. with the leaders of
the organized groups in the community those

who do effective research and who make a
constant effort to analyze what is in the best
interest of their membership.

"When they have learned what is in their own
best interests, they use the. effective Organization
linkages they maintain to, make the legislators, the
politicians, and the regulators aware that tiNey are
solidly behind or solidly against an important
proposal. ,

-.-
"Our experience convinces us that in the

A'inerican system a business corporation and

particularly a public utility has to go through'a
well-defined processi in order to make its views
prevail. It must make a thorough not a.
superficial analysis of what it is attempting to
obtain in 'the way of legislation, regulation or a

..--
rate change with special reference to whether-
the objective is of benefit only tOthe cor a ration
and business, or whether it is demons bly
beneficial in the short or long run --arid in th
-terms to the laboring men in its community, to
the farmers in its community, to the educators, to
the professional men, to 7he. elderly. This should
not be a lightly taken obligation and task." ,

2- From an address by George Hammond, Chairman
Carl-ByCir & Associates, Inc.,

before the 60th Annual Meeting of
The New Jersey Utilities Association

June 12, 1975, . ___....

Considering what new skills will be required,
the chief executives surveyed recognize an

overall need for:

More sophistication to match the growing
'sophistication on the part of the activist groups
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ands to deal with. the increasing complexity of
such areas as environmental protection.

More imagination or ingenuity or cr ativity
to attain the .flexibility "both' legally and
organizationally" that will be)eede to cope
with. upcoming legislation and th action of

1
pressure groups.

The stress is on improving the skills and
expanding the capabilities of theirlglurrent crop
of managers, rather than looking tOa whole new
type of manageinent team. The skills are

,achievable, most say; through (training programs
anti' by workiirg closely with -'the academic
'community and .key communication associations
in developing future curricul

The chairman of a m ufaCturing concern
makes this quite clear' We neither need, nor
want, a new bree We must improve the old
breed."`kle is loo ing for "a new facet, of skill
and familiarity win the techniques o'f ccmimuni7
cation, breadth of understanding o-emerging
differing points of view, de Per knowledge of
economic philosophy and sok ial- direction, and
the willingness tiliparticipatellin close combat on
some of these intangiblo and previously-

.,
unfamiliar battlegrounds."

Communicatiori

Among the heightened 'skills-- which will be
required of corporate personnel in the future, 27
chief executives single out the critical need for
special emphasis on improved communications.

All forms of communication will become
much more critical to the success of tomorrow's
management. Respondents urge improvements
in all facets of the overall ability to communi-
cate business' story. More effectively to the
media, to the general Ipublic, and to the
government, and to convince the various
constituencies of the importance of the free
,enterprise system. A growing number of
practitioners are beginning, to take a closer look
at the language of busines-communication, for
example' nd they recognize an,,,area which they
say co d be clearly improved. Words such as
"mull ational," "profits," "conglomerate," and
"lobbying" trigger negative reactions among

:
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some publics, reactions which might not occur if
more positive terminology were used to
communicate the corporate message or if the. I

words were properly, arid objectively, der-
stood.

The vice chairman of the United States Steel
Corporation is one of the many executive who
have , pdndered this problem. In his own,
industry, he says: "maybe we need new rules, or
a new financial jargon which helps people to
think about 'real' corporate income.", In a
recent speech, he enumerates reason's why
corporate leadership has a great responsibility in
this regard,

Unless theie 'is wetter understanding of what
profits really are, first, the public will place the
entire blame for inflation squarely on the back
of business, and there will be no esteem for the
market 'system. The result will be a constant
publiC pressure on government to displace the

, market and that means to displace private
ownership and that means to displace our
fundamental freedoms. -4

Second: If the ippact of inflation or profits
is not understood, privately owned industry will
simply not be able to replace and improve its
capital facilities. The redistribution effects of
inflation might be tolerable; but riot so its
tendency to dissipate the nation's stock of
capital facillti8, and hence to redice what is
avails le for distribution.

Tffird: The 9.rsy feeling 'of envy _the feeling
that "I'M the only one not keepingup With IS
parade" a feeling particularly common during
rampant inflation is accentuated by misunder-
standing of profits. And these are feelings which
lead ,to deep 'and threatening social and political
unrest the 'kind that can too easily spill over
into a otal challenge of our politico-economic
system.'

The vice p1esident consumer and public
affairs of 'a consumer products company- dis-
cusses the changing scope of c,ommunicatilins*.

.

I R Meath 'Larry, The Pew Memorial Lectures for
1975, Grove City C011ege, Grove CO, Pennsylvania,
April 22, 1975.
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"There _is a trend toward more stu
honest, concise, open and accurate exte al
Communications as society, in general, an
government and the news media in particular ar
demanding: (1) mare' corporate .disclosure; (2)
increased consumer services; -(3) more investi:.,
gative reporting by media; (4) more responsive-
ness to government inquiries; and (5), increased
activity in social needs.

Media Relations

Relations with the media is one area in which
many external relations practitioners see a need

-for improved skills -in commuhicating. While to
some this very baSic communications field seems
"old hat," otheftcese'the need for improve-
!bent -2 particularly with respect tortelevision.

The media are a-conduitto feed information
to other constituincies. Yet, because the media

. represent the prime opinion molders, many
executives insist, that the media constitute a
distinct public an end in itself' rather than
just the means. What is called for goes beyond'
issuing more and better press releases; rather
relationships with media spokesmen and, even
more important, with media staff, must be
cultivated so that the facts will he heafd. Many
chief executives view relations with the media
particularly the national medi.a as their
personal responsibility.

Business organizations involved in ,nuclear
energy development are among those that have
begun active and. constructive ,tknedia relations
campaigns. For some time, these companies felt
they shad been receiving a "bad press." As an
example of the problem, one executive men-
tioned an ethicationaL television broadcast. on
plutonium that discussed the problems rather
than the solutions "because: the solutions were
complicated and boring." Another cited a groups,
of Nobel prize-winning scientists who held a
press conference to discuss the need -for nuclear
power. A major network ran a segment -on
nuclear pover, but never used the footage it had
taken at. the 'mess conference. In response to a
pyotest by the chairman of the board of one of
the companies ,involved, the network said it
would "run its own business."

,t1
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A Media Relations EffOrt

Ethyl Corporation recently embarked on an
aggressive campaign to achieve a more balanced
presentation of the story on lead antiknoCks rn
gasoline. Prior to its efforts, according to the
company, the press "could barely spell tetraethyl
lead," and corporate spokesmen and public
relations people were busy just "'putting out
fires" that all they could domes to ask reporters

. tp go and do their/own homework if they wanted
the facts.

The program adopted consisted prim rrl of
briefings to provide facts to the media and to
follow up on any misstatements that appeared in
the media. A panel was set up consisting of
lawyers, doctors, engineers and conservation
experts :Arrangements were made for the pane) to
"meet the press," so to speak, with principal
editors in New York City, D.etroit, Washington,
D.C., and Houston. Invitations were extended to
editors to "bring their pencils so they could write
down what they wanted to for future reference."
the Meetings were to be briefing sessions, rather
thari press conferences. The penal members

pr'cimised not to duck anNfrquestions. If they could
not answer a question, they would explaircw*t

In the case of California, a different approach
was taken in media relations because of the strong
environmental feelings in that state. The director
of corporate public relations went to California
and dealt with the media on a one-to-one basis,
instead of group participation. He set up -a series.of
visits in which he called on those representatives of
key pitint and electronic media. Special emphasis
MS placed on electronic media, since they were
the source of a number of negative stories on lead
pollution. He made several rebuttals to editorials
on TV and, also appeared , on several news

programs.

He provided appropriate California edia with
printed summaries on the press briefing sessions in
other Cities and examples of coverage tliat would
result from thos'e briefings. He also held an open
house to answer any and all ;questions on a
personal basis. .

The results of this one-to-one work in

California showed up in the form of much more
sympathetic media notably in the electronic
areas. On the print side, one publication in

particular that seemed to go out of its way to
select neative items on lead bega'n publishing
stories that were mere factual. Although they did
not -change their general posture, the coppry
continued to treat them with courtesy and did not
change in its approach of service with 'this
publication. This publication was given theisame
information given to others and continues to
receive regularly copies of positive feedback from
other cities.

Ethyl feels that the briefings reestablished the
company's credibility with the media because
management "bent over backwaryPto cooperate
with the media. As an example of the editorial
comment Ethyl received, one environmental
magazine said:

has taken its case to the public only
rarely_although, because of the political nature of
the controversy, it does appear before legislative.
groups. It' is unlikely that the company% P.R.
approach will change drastically: Ethyl will use
eveN reasonable and prudent opportunity 'ta set
the record straight.' "1

1 Environmental Science and Technology magazine,
June, 1971, .published -by TIg Americap Chemical.
Sobiety, Washington, D.C.

Both examples and numerous others
point up a situation that frustrates corporate-
executives. Many feel that business has good
experience with the written press. But the
electronic media are different ands ilequire a dif-
ferent corporate approach. The written press
has more time and more space to tell a story; it
has thousands__ of words while radio and
televisiOn have only hundreds.
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At the outset of th lead-in-gasoline con-
troversy, Ethyl Corporat on waged a campaign
to change atittudes on the !lead" issue, (see
box). Management is satisfied that the canipaign
has been successful, andlthat a company's story
can be told with the proper effort in media
relations.

A major, worldwide oil company conducts
xtensive training of line managers to assist them
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in dealing With the media in both interview and
spontaneous situations. Rather than channel all
public statements through headquarters, as had
been the practice, line managers are now

.developed as company spokesmen. In a p ogram
designed by an outside public relations fir , line
managers are placed in simulated situations. In
orle, for example, a meeting has just ,ended and
its departing Participants are fac'ed with
newspeople and cameras. That evening, the
participants see their natufal reactions to such a
confrontation on filn}; they cover their faces and
try to avoid the reporters. For the ,first time,

, they begin to have an awareness of the problem.
Although , there have been some "goofs," the
training has been considered successful overall.

managers now seek out ,peakingMany of the
engagewnts.

Improving ECQ Education

Tkaaing the te al ptiblic the facts about
the economic system', and hopefully persuading
them of the merits of the free enterprise system,
is uppermost in the minds of many corporate'
executives, as was made clear in the previous
chapter. To a.large proportion of the respon-
dents, economic education is the answer -to the
problem of.credibility, and the imperative is to
improve corporate economic education pro- .
grams.

As far as business executives are concerned,
business cannot, rely on others for "proper"
economic education. As one executive states.

. ,

"Business leaders must play an active role.
They must act as spokesmen for the Americad
business system, ranging from grass -roots conc.
munication to personal contacts with ofci SIs.
at all level's of government. Rather than keeping
a low profile, we in American business should
step forward at public and other forums. We
must aggressively present the -facts about
American free enterprise, a system which is too
often unnecessarily and irrationally attacked."

Most of those who stress this avenue think
that economic' education should begin with
school children. Some, however, feel even that

t 26

would,, be ineffeStive unless the education
process 'begins with \re teachers. Of course,
many companies and inNustry associations have
been and --continpe to be active in

developing programs for the schools. And
economic education programs for various types
of, employees .have long been a staple of
corporate training programs,

The nation's bicentennial is seen as a

particularly appropriate time to campaign
actively for the free enterprise system. One chief
executive, for -example, points to sever
bicentennial projects that- his 'company has
under way, with their Primary thrust directed at
_restoring business credibility. The company
plans a lecture series at colleges across the
country, and has published what management
considers to be a' very well-received "digest,"

It containing many features explaining the free
enterprise sysfem and extolling its merits.. '

Developing Employees as Company Spokesmen

It is quite clear.that by .economic education,
some executives mean "telling the cccrnpny's
story" gaining-a greater appreciation of the '
role that buSness in general and the company
in particulal plays in making the system work.
Many companies are now determined. to do
something to t0Il their story better and to tell it
to more people.

While the chief executive remains the
principal corporate spokesman, more and more
companies no longer leave the job to him. There
is an increased movement to have representatives
of all levels of managerrient actively spreading
The message, meeting with as. many audiencests
possible, as Well as with representatives of local
media.

A growing number of comp-anies arc seeking
new approaches in external relations training
programs throughout /heir organizations, fre-
quently with the assistance of outside counsel,
and a number have established in-house speakers
bureaus which Rroyide corporate spokespeople
for local gatheringS ofcall types and sizes.

. A major oil company, for example; 4s a
speakers bureau with about 200 names of
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corporate personnel on the active file, Appe:4'r-
ances, are concentrated in heavy ,employment
areas.

. A steel company has trained 400 manage-
ment people in 'the basic techniques of public
speaking, usihg-a flip-chart program designed -by
an outside public relations counseling firm. The
company claims to have had dramatic results.

. Another oil company conducts two-day
training sessions specifically to teach executives
how to handle television interviews.

. Through the company's own speakers
bureau, executives of a utility made more than

.*1,400 speaking appearances in 1974.
.,One hundred and eighty managers of Eaton

Corporation were trained by the public relations
departmedf and provided with basic speeches
'which they can tailor to suit' individual I

audiences. The program at Eaton is designed not
as an image builder for the company but rather
to, create public confidence in business in

general, well '"as an awareness and an

Understanding of the posture of business. These
managers have made over 1,000 speeches in the
United States and Canada to a total audience of
60,000 people during the last 18 months. Eaton
is about to begin a similar program in the United
Kingdom 12eciuse it.judges the U.S. program to
have been well received. Eaton's public Pelations
staff. also comments on a side benefit; having
learried to -communicate well with the general
public, these managers have also begun to
communicate more effectively with their own
employees.

1,
The companies that have set up speakers

buceaus and public speaking training programs,
and those that simply encourage their employees
to represent the company whenever an oppor-
tunity arises, are generally pleased with the
results. They -can, of course, actually measure
the size of the audience they are reaching,,and
they, can monitor the types of questions and
verSal reactions from the audiences.

Not all companies or public relations
counselors believe that simply reaching the
general public is the best utilization of talerU'
and time. In the first place, a listening public is
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not ;, necessarily a believing public. As one
of the surveyed external relations executive sees
it, he is not so certain that once you have .told
business' storylhe people will necessarily agree
with it.

Then, too, they question whether the thrust
shoUld be toward the whole public-or toward
the key leaders. A public relations counselor
says: "It is the opinion leaders and the 'doers'
that busineginust try to reach, not the general
public."

Strengthening Government Relations

The corporate chiefs that were surveyed are
F\orivinced that business must improve its re-
lations with the government at all levels
if it is ever to overcome the problems of over-
regulation. Business must make a concerted
effort to understand the intricacies of govern-
inent, they believe, and management must strive
to improvtzmmurications with government
agencies.

Several CEO's have concluded that business
will have.to seek a great deal more involvement
with government, which some characterize as a
form of "partnership" with government. As an
outcome of such cooperation, business may be
able to "establish a clearly defined government
policy so it can plan for the futtire.' By
becoming involved early in the formulation, of
public policy and thinking, business leaders can
be active, rather than reactive, to decisions
!ready made and laws already ,enacted.
volvement, for some cdrnpanies, means a

willingness to devote staff time and resources to
the effort including sabbaticals for govern=
ment work. And they see companies doing more
by way Of'suggesting constructive alternatives to
proposed government solutions that are
anathema to business. 'IA situations where
government actions: are justified, involvement
also means willingness to cooperate.

In 'substance, what more company officials,
are urging is what some have long practiced:
establishing continuing and longer-term relation-
ships with government as, opposed to managing
on a crisis basis'when a critical 6111 is up for a
vote.

27
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Expanding Community Involvement: "Corpo-
rate Citizenship"

The increased cooperation with government
extends to other ,institutions as well. It is clear
to many chief executives that business must
continue to expand programs of involvement
with society and to play a more and more active
role in the community at large.

They insist that tomorrow's managers must
-develop an awareness 6f the external issues, of
the company's publics, and of the social
environment in which the company operates.
They recognize that, more and more frequently,
operating decisions will be tempered by external
considerations and managers must be prepared
to recognize and deal with those externalities. In
effect, they spell out what they- mean by
corporate citizenship or recognizing the corpo-
ration as a socio-economic institution.

Members of the management team must also
take an active part in the corporate effort, both
within the company and externally. They must
become involved in the political process and in
community affairs so that they can "work
within the system raiher than fight change."

Many companies encourage political partici-
pation in the community. The chief executive.or"
a major bank holding company proudly ticks off
the number of mayors, town council members,
and members of school boards who are also full-
time management employees of the bank. Other
companies hay written\ policies encouraging
such participation, and s&le permit leaves of
absence or lend employees for periods of time.

Exhibit I is the introduction to Black &
Decker's Social Action Report and explains the
company's social position. Ekh it 2 contains
excerpts from Uniroyal's corporat licy as it
appears in an in-house manual. These statements
are typical of the social commitnient of most
major corporations.

Only one chief executive expresses a reluctant
commitment to this philosophy: "Like it or not

and I don't think I like it industrial
organizations are_going to have to accept other
obligations than making a profit."

As an example, of the sort of corporate
citizenship efforts p_eing initiated, Stanley Works

28

Doing Our Homework for the Future

"I would suggest that it is up to business to take
the lead in focusing discussion on iniportant
questions before they become political issues. We

ought nbt interest ourselves solely in the
day-to-day problems; we must do regular,
continuing homework on topics that will be

confronting us in the years to come. I suggest the
following is possible topics:

"1. Resources beyond the energy questidn.
How adequate are the future stocks? How will
they-be allocated? What might this mean in terms
of specific industries, jobs and product lines?

."2. Unemployment not in terms of what
percentage of unemployment is tolerable in a

democracy but in human terms of the impact as
the natione moves against inflation, and in terms of
what can be done to.help people who are really'
hurt as- opposed to those who may just be
inconvenienced for a short period of time.

"3. Health care and the needs of the elderly.
Some form of health care bill will doubtless make
its way through Congress soon, but that may only
be the tip of the iceberg.

"4. Transportation systems Detroit is not a
stranger to this subject.

"5. The Assures for new kinds of control of
multinational corporations.

"6. The protection of the individual's right to
privacy in a world in .which large amounts of
information can be stored, dispersed and easily
abused.

Apin we must continue to explore
further into what the private sector can do to keep
its hduse in better order to preclude further
government intervention."

Irving S. Shapiro
Chairman

E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
The Conference Board RECORD

February, 1975.

has created a council of corporate executives to
look into and recommend social programs which
the company might undertake. This Public'
Affairs Council, formed about five years ago,,is
made up of 18 to 20 members selected from all
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Exhibit 1: Introduction to Black & Decker's Social Action Report-1974

- -"The meaning of social responsibility for business
is being defined and redefined on virtually a daily
basis. It means different things to different people.
Some feel it should be a corporate accountability
for every facet of social need and reported on in
much the same manner as a financial balance sheet.
Others feel that the sole social ,responsibility of
a corporation is to earn a profit which, in turn,
benefits employees, stockholders and customers.

"We don't pretend to know the proper answer to
the social responsibility debate. However, we do
recognize that a bankrupt business merely results in
unemployment, loss of investment, and further
burdens to the public. In viewy of this fact, We
consider the operation of a profitable business our
primary responsibility. We, recognize that we can
serve society effectively only by continuing to
operate on that basis.

"While we place Profitability foremost, we have
never believed that involvement iri social actions
need be a deterrent to success. In fact, we consider
such involvement a requisite for progress. Our
company from its beginning in 1910 has practiced
the 'Golden Rule.' This philosophy recognizes a true

*. , respect for the dignity of the individual and the
proper tolerance of the view of others. More than

50 years ago our founders stated, We do not

believe in discrimination and we decline to give to
one what we would not gi(ie to a//.' We continueto
follow that philosophy.

"It is understood throughout the organization
that we will try our best to treat other people fairly
and honestly. And, that we will become involved

3
as a company and as individuals in community
and civic activities aimed at improving the gener'al
welfare of people everywhere.

"Our efforts with regard to social action are not
generally publicized. To 'report' on .good ,deeds
diminishes the integrity and sincerity..of the acts.
However, because' so many people have asked for
information regarding our involvement in social

activities, we have tried to outline a .number of
them in this brophure. It is our intention to update
the contents periodically and make the brochure
available to people expressing a genuine interest in
the subject.

"Our motivation for helping people is not to
build a 'good guy' image or to profit commercially.
We are committed to following a policy of helping
whenever and wherever,possible simply because we
believe, as our founders did, that it's the right thing
to do. We will continue to fulfill that commitment
as long as we remain a successful business

enterprise."

levels of management, all of whom serve on the
Council on a three-year rotating basis. The chitf
executive officer of the company serves as
chairman of the council at corporate head-.

quarters, and there are similar, councils at a
number of other locations around the country.

The mission of the Council is to come up with
realistic and constructive community programs
for Stanley operations at these locations, within
the limitations of a modest budget and a low
profile. Some of the areas covered include
education, ironment, economic education,

mmunity relations. For example, the

Council Has , assisted a municipal housing
development located across the street-from one
of the company's plants; Not only have small

amounts of money been contributed for
recreation programs, bu` t staff expertise has also
been furnished in such fields as accounting,
Programs such as this one are not publicized,
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says the Stanley. Works CEO, in order to avoid
having the local community think they were
being done only for public relations reasons.

,

Corporate Contributions

Charitable contributions programs are gaining
more importance as an aspect of social
involvement. It is common practice to place the
administration of the contributions program in
the public relations or public affairs department,
or to include the external relations executive on
the company's contributions committee.

In general, the external relations executives
contacted assume that the contributions pro-

. gram has been assigned to them (or a reason, and
that reason- is:. to . look at the external

.implications and priorities of each contribution.
Obviously, there are innumerable potential
recipients for a company's money. But where

29,
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Exhibit 2: Uniroyal A Company
Committed

"Business prospers best in areas where aqiood
social climate prevails maintained by rising
living standards, an equitable distribution of the
fruits of capital and labor, educated workers,
sophisticated-consumers, free competition among
privately controlled enterprises, and good
relationships between industry and the public it
serves....

"Uniroyal management fully realizes that
efficiency and innovation while fundamental
to continued economic well -being are not
enough. In order to survive and grow,. the
company must also take an active and prominent
role in developing solutions to our deesent-day
social 'and environmental problems."

will it do the most good for both the recipient
and the company in terms of the company's
reputation and its long-term relationships with
others?

It is not simply a matter of gaining the most
"mileage for the company," of courser A re-
nowned public relations practitioner says, in a
critique of his profession: "Public relations mis-
leads businessmen when it suggests that practical
rewards can or should always be expected from
public-spirited deeds. If a IA ff must be guaran-
teed, it might be better not t bother."2

Improving Research Methods

While most -corporate executives stress
proving their approach to the known issues and
publics, an appreciable number stress the
unknown: the new issues, the new publics with
which the company will contend tomorrow. One
in ten of the CEO's made specific mention of
"fu,tures" research. For, most companies, Ictrs..ig-
range planning includes emphasis on future
economic developments.

Issues Research.

There is growing interest, in research on social
and envtroninental developments. Futufes re-

2 David =Finn, "The Promise of P.R. and the
Threat," The Conference Board RECORD, Aprils', 1970.
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search has become intriguing to management,
and a few companies have set up departments to
conduct it. Others rely on outside firms, the

,so-called think tanks, which conduct sophisti-
cated investigations pf future trends in life-
styles.

Fifteen years ago, the Equitable- Life Assur-'
ance Society set up g social research department
headed by a prominent sociologist. The original
mission of the department was to look ahead WI
years and determine what public issues and
attitudes would be affecting th'e company. The
department conducts studies of both the
internal and external environment. Typical of its
work are surveys of its own .policyholders, and
studies of trends in women's and minority issues.

The corporate relations function at a major
diversified company, is deeply, involved in
environmental monitoring. Among the areas

'they monitor are:

. ecology

. trends in shareholder resolutions and the
votes on them

. legislation affecting'the company

. issues affecting ,the multinational Corpo-
ration concept.

Public Opinion Research

Much of external relations research is public
opinion research. One of the basic mandates, of
the publiC rela,tions or public affairs practitioner
is to anticipate changes in publics and upcoming
issues. As a result, a greats deal of thought and
effort is expended on opinion sampling, market
research, and related issues. Some companies
have the staff and the budget to conduct their
own research; others hire Outside firms to do the
sampling. One eZterrtal relations executive
estimates that ten percent of the communi-s
tations budget should go into research and
attitudes measurement. ThOse that conduct their'
own research frequently 'supplement their data
with outside- material, or use one to validate the
other. A rtiajor utility, for example, uses every
available outside survey did conducts its own
surveys, polling opinions both on the company's
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image in general, and on specific topical issues or
problems,

Despite' or because of , this present
emphasis on public opinion research; the

practitioners and CEO's give it even greater
weight in the future. However, public relations
practitioners have expressed concern abput the
current state of the art, i.e., sample selection,
question formulation, the order in which
questions are asked, the timing of the survey
and the other inedients that make it -possible
for several to sa "I can get you anything you
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t

want." What they seek are more effective tools.
But what is most important is attaining an

even better understanding of the motivations
and ideologies of those who are challenging the
institution of business the "hostile portions of
the intellectual and legal communities," to
quote the president of a publishing firm.
Respondents acknowledge a pressing need for
better research and sampling techniques so that
business can anticipate changing public attitudes
and influence them to a greater extent than has
been done to date.

C
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Part Two:
Managing tto Corporate Function
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Chapter 3

Organizing for External Relations'

MUCH OF THE WORK connected with ex-
ternal relations is carried out by a special staff
unit. The unit pay consist of one individual. 4"
But, in zirtually all companies participating in
this survey,. it includes far more than one.
Indeed, the coniplexity of external relations
has given rise to a whole set of more special-
ized staff units. And while- issues ,are the
substance of the work, the units are most
often organized on a- market basis. Thus, the,
basic functional Components of external rela-
tions can be equated with the various publics
of the company. Typically, the functional units
include:

Medta relations Communication between
the compay and representatives of the press,
radio and television; preparation of press re-'
leases and other statements to the 'Media; co-
ordination ,of Company nterviews with report-
er's; and all other for al dealings with the
media.

Government relations Contact with gov-
ernment officials and staff, on the federal,
state and local levels. The responsibility here is
again conliilunication, telling the company's
story to legislators and regulatory agencies.
Another aspect, of (he function is legislative
analysis iiirrpreting and evaluating proposed
legislation that could affect the company.

,Slockholder4yelations Preparing4Weports
and statements for stockholders, including an-
nual and interim reports;'setting up the annual
meeting; handling stockholder inquiries.

Institutional investor relations Here com-
munication is with the .professional investor,
the financial institutions. The primary tasks are
handling 'inquiries, coordinating contacts with
other executives of the company, and main-
taining relationships with key, investors.

Customer relations and consumer affairs
Handling complaints and inquiries from
tomers; preparing informational literature, and
acting as liaison with consumer acivist groups.
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Commt lity rtilations Coordinatinetela-," - ..,;).,

tions with -local community agencles and civic
groups; adininistering special company pPo-
grams at the-local level..

Other even more specialized units which are-
often a part of external relations include graph-
ics, advertising, corporate contributions, and
units dealing with various special interest
group. Appendix B provides a compendium of
those units and subunits common to external
relations functions in a broad range of com-
panies.

All of these functional units are 'mixed and
matclwed" in an assortment of organizational
combinations or partial combinations. For ex-
ample: '

. In some companies, Federal Government
relations is a marketing function,' concerned
wit winning. government. contracts, rather than
a compinnications function.

. In -privately held companies and mutual
insuyInce cornipanis, there are no stockholders.

. Trade media may be handled at the divi-
sion level or by corporate staff; the same is
true of local media.

. Stockholder relations and institutional in-
vestor relations may or may not be combined
as one function.

. In some companies; institutional invetor,
relations is handled by the financial *depart-
ment; in others by Public relations.

. .Public relations could include investor rela-
tions, stockholder relations, and corporate con-
tributions at one company, an' only media
re tions at the next.

t

The variations abound. Many of them can be
attributed to rapid growth of the function
"It grew. like Topsy." Some, as already indi-
cated, are growing by design out of arying
perceptions of the different issues and p blics.
But because of the greater prominence eternal,
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relations is assuming, its management com- ,

mands more attention'
To what extent, do companies see a need to

coordinate. their dealings with all of/ heir
lics? Does .management attempt _to develop

wcommon thread which, can be woven through
the fabric of relationships with all of those
publics? is there a need for consistency of,t1
commurtfations no matter what the audience?
Or is it preferable to differentiate among such
functions, and call on specialized skills to
handle each externality?

There are many means by which coordina-
tion of all of the various corporate publics can.
be achieved: a formal committee made up of
all top executives handling all external activ-
ities, a "dotted-line" relationship between
units, or even an informal communication sy*
tem among the units. Btit the key indicator of
how the effort is managed is the organization
structure.

Two Organization Patterns

. Looking at the 368 companies surveyed, in
terms of how they have structured their ex-
ternal relations activities, it is evident that the
companies, fall into one of two broad organiza-
tional patterns:

Tpere is no single dominanxecutive
below the level' of chief executive to whom all
extetnaProtations functions reports

. There is one executive below the level
of chief exectitiv0 who is responsible for all,'
'or the major segments of, external relations
functions.

Analysis responses to this survey shows a,
trend to and the second approach; the organi-
zation of all external relations under one. ex-
ecutive. Of those companies that have this type
of structure, more than half indicate that this
represents the results of reorganizettion within
the past five years. Since it was not too many
years before that that even a public relationsv
department was a newcomer to the organiza-
tion- picture, the trend seems clearr. And even
among those companies that go not choose to

consolidate external relations structu ally, all
most all achieve cohesion-through some other
mechanism.

The Pros and Cons of CoordiQation

External relations executives are about even-
ly split in their preference for one coordinated
,unit or for separate units. Those in favor of
the coordinated approach say that consistency'
i critical to effective external relations; the
company must sp.,.64 with one voice. Further,
they see' a commonality among all of the
publics of the company and see each of those
publics as part of a whole.

Those executives favoring separate external
z ,

units stress the special skills required for
dealing with different publics. Several note that

'their organizations are much too large to have
one executive handling all external publics.
Professional organization planners tend to
reach the same conclusions as the practitioners e,
do (see box, pages 24-26), although their'pref-
erences evolve from a different perspective.

34

rktO One External Relations Executive
,...

The largest number of rendents have-
evidently found avenues to coordination that
are not strictly structural. In these companies,
the executives,. responsible for one or a few,
external publics report di ctly to the chief
executive, or to a gene 1

t
executive. ()flier

executives in the company arerespRnsible for
other Segments. of external activities, and they
also report individually either to the CEO or to
a general executive.

This pattern of having' a number of execu-
tives below the level of chief executive officer,
each responsible fOT one or a few of the
company's activities relating to external pub-
lics, is quite prevalent among the companies
surVeyed. This diffuse organizational arrange-
ment occurs in a cross section of industries and
in both large and small companies. ,

In the smaller- firms, the chief executives
take on the; direct responsibility' for some of
the constituencies; some other functions may
report .to the chief executive officer through a, .
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The Search for an, "Optimum" External Relations Structure

"One best way to organize a function" "the'
optimum structure" are phrases that organiza-
tion planners shun. If the're is any' consensus
among topnotch corporate organization planners,
it is that there is..no "one best way" to organize
anything. It depends upon' a flock of variables
key among them is the situation that confronts

3 the company; the weighted or relative emphasis
the company hopes to give a certain effort. Any
structure usually represents epragmatic balancing
of various trade-offs.

This is clearly the case- when it comes to
organizing for effective external 'relations. Analy-
sis of the companies participating in this study
shows that variations in structure abound. Which
is best? Judging from evaluations of a panel of
Organization planning specialists, the clear answer.
is: "It all depends."' Asked to analyze at least
two substantially different ways of structuring
external 'relations acti'ities, they point out
strengths and weaknesses in both' in the ab-
stract, of course.

Take Mode1,A,.. a hypothetical construct Aft
:might be called- a ."decentralized" or "frag-
mented" (depending upon one's bias) approach:
What are the possible advantages in such a struc-
ture?

Members of the Corkference Board Council on
Organization Planning provided the evaluabbns and
analyses of models.

Model A:

r
OR

C.E. OFFICE

4
The direct involvement -of the.cliief;exec-utive

in external relatiorts ig one of the primary virtues
seen in that strusture. In such a setup, only the
CEO can coordiKate all the activities,' and con-,,
tribute personal directiorino external relations.,
Furthermore, the fact that there is no intervening
layer between the CEO and key functionaries in
external relations means shortened lines ofcom-
munication which, in 'turn, contribute to more
uncensored feedback and input to the CEO's".
thinking regardihg external involvements.

Another 'major strength of Model A is that
both internal and external activities that are key -
to total perforrhance in such vital areas as fi-
nance and marketing are the job of an individual
executive. The structure recognizes that' there'
may ,well be the need for marketing
kndw-ham' in dealing with customers; specialized,.
financial know-how in dealing with the financial,,
cons unity. More importantly the structure is

seer T as Jorcing greater responsiveness to these --
specialized publics. As summarized by one,

organization planner: ."The responsible officer
makes the decisions for dollars and enetgy and
manpower and is obligated to report in terms of

''practical chievemen.ts."

in ci in --these ja-osgibl9 advantages, the or-
ganization planners seemed to be saying, -'''Ifs
forced to °say somethirig good about Model A,
that's the best I can do." One categorically said
"none;:._ .
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They had far less difficulty in pointing out
what they regard as weaknesses and were more
vehement about them. The chief executive's
direct involvement in coordinating the effort, for
example, is an advantage only if the CEO actual-
ly does the job. However, most doubt that he'
will have, or can have, the time. "The CEO's
span of control would be too broad." "It Would
detract from other essential activities." "It would
force delays because he is so busy." "It is

'inappropriate to expect him to act as coordina-
tor." These are typical expressions of serious
doubts about the structure. ,

Another set of criticisms can be summarized:
"It ain't neat."tOne respondent sees in Model A
"fragmented, ambiguous, overlapping responsi-

bilities." Others speculate: "Someone has created
jobs to take care or, some old war horses."
"Denotes a patchivork approach with activities
added by impulse rather than analysis."

Organization planners evidently' view external
relations as an area characterized by common
problems and 'common processes. They see in

Model'A an expensive duplication of effort; they
expect. conflict among the units not just-for the

krittention bf the chief executive but, as one says,
"for the eyes, ears and mouth of the Washington
office."

The weakness implicit in Model A that is

viewed as most compelling is the difficulty it
-poses fti,r developing and projecting a uniform'or

Model B:

4

p

consistent corporate image. Having several

spokesmen who mightor might not coordinate
their efforts would present problems in estab-
lishing dh overall -cohiorate policy and, more
importantly, in interpreting; and policing that
policy. It "splinters," it "fractionates" the total
effort; it "difftlses accountability'for total corpo-%
rate image." .

Model' B is quite'the opposite. It hypothesizes
a "centralized" or "integrated" Structure (again,
depending upog., one's view). Obviously, Model
A's Weaknesses; are its-major strengths.

The insertion of one top executive below the
level of chief executive to Whorn all the more
specialized external relations departments must
report cuts the span of control of the chief
executive with all the improved coordinatiph.,
attention and feedback that implies. "It recog-
nips that. coordination .is a full-time job." "It
allows the CEO to obtain fully developed counsel .
from one source." "Fixes respOhiibiliiy on one
individual to 11Ple CEO can lOok.". The
pssible greater. pooling of skills and added devel-
opmental opportunities are also mentioned as
advantages.

But the ,advantages cited most frequently and
emphatically are' succinctly summarized in the
comment: One approach, one viewpoint, one
voice, one consistent policy." To some respon-
dents, the major advantage of consistency plus

the''more effective monitori6g of performance it

CEO. ;
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The Search for an "Optimum" External Relations

makes possible - offsets all the disadvantages.
Rut many disadvantages are cited-

It' adds' a layer to the organization - which
can be read as a filter or censor - that removes
the thief. executive froth direct involvement. As
one respondent noted, "It builds bureaucracy to
combat a bureaucracy." And there is a real

question as to whether it is healthy to establish
one "Mr. External Relations." Can one person
have the competence to harness the varied skills?

More urgent; to some, is the concern that
such a setup may be viewed by operational or
line units as relieving them ofe;their external
relations job. The fact thatModel B sett up a
"Mr. Outside" (or ;'Mr. Inside") in certain areas of
concern - especially finance and marketing is

a related disadvantage. To most of the organiza-
tion plannersythis is the greatest disadvantage.
They see Kiance and marketing losing direct
control of external relations with publics critical
to their successful performance.

Indeed, in weighing the two organizational
setups, the responding organization planners
to offer several guidelines for structuring external
relations work:

(1) If projecting a consistent character to the
outside world is crucial, then a structure that
coordinates the varied activities serves that pur-
pose best.

(2). If nurturing special relationships with
distinct publics is most critical, then tying ex-
ternal relations to the function most closely
'linked with the public served takes priority.

(3) If both consistency and specialized atten-
tion are of relatively eqtral importance, then search
for alternativ s to odel A or B that give
adequate em hasis to, both objectives.' And there
are obviously alternatives - at., indicated by
actual company practice and in the suggestions

Structure (con%)

of the cooperating organization planners. For
example, in reviewing the pros and cOns, cited, a
number of the organization planners make pun-

.dantly clear their feeling that relations with the
financial community should be a continuing part,
of the finance function; that relations with cus-
tomers or *consumer groups is inte ral to the
overall marketing function. Few uld sacrifice
that tie for the sake of consisten y. Or, more
appropriately, they seem to feel that consistocy
will not necessarily be sacrificed by maintaining
those particular functional.ties".

However, when it comes to less readily iden-
tifiable publics or constituencies, of to publics
where corporate activities overlap, the clear sug-
gestion is that these activities be coordinated by
one head. Thus, most would group under one
head (title is immaterial) public relations and
public affairs (to the extent they can be-distin-
guished) with government relations and the
Washington office.

A few go even fuhher, suggesting that struc-
ture be more flexible to permit varying emphases
at different times. The need for a focal point to
develop, to coordinate, to monitor consistency is
underscored. But, having set up the focal point,
as one planner suggests: "Allow selected individ-
ual central staff units to deal directly with their
own constituencies (removing them from the
umbrella of the corporate external 1-illations

department) on a caseby-case review of the
relative importance of the advantages and disad-
vantages in the particular company ,at the
particular time for the partitular function under
consideration." -

The final caution appended is that flexibility
- as detailed above, iipt- be confused with
ambiguity..TheYe Jis rsuti*sta-fr-tiat difference be-
tween "It all depends," and "Anything goes."

staff executive. Most often, in such cases, it is
government relations that the chief executive
officer feeTh is most perti,pent to ills responsi-
bility. Pie must make 'the important visits in
Washington.

Some of the largest firms those that are
highly diversified in operations and geographi-
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cally dispersed find that their need for more
specialized knowledge and skills to carry out
the various external activities terids to spawn a
number of specialized units. A, common ap-
proach in these companies that have no one
overall staff executive coordinator below the
level of. chief executive is to have one or more
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Exhibit 3: A Diversified Company with Split
Staff in External Relations
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(Public Relations)

EXECUTIVE
PRESIOENT

OPERATIONS

VICE PRESIOENT
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

units the public af irs or Washington
-is, typical report directly to the CEO; while
other external activities, Possibly public rela-

office

,e-
tions or investor relations, report_at a lowe
level. Ex'hibit 3 illustrates such an arrangement
in a highly diversified company.

. The organization chart shown in. Exhibit 4
proVides another,- more detailed example' of
this 'specialized approach to organizing. As
shown on the chart, public affairs and -govern-

. ment relations report to the vice president/
assistant to the chairman, who reports to the
chairman of the board chief executive officer.
Public_ relations is a separate unit. that also
report's directly to the chairman: Stockholder
relations is handled by the secretary, and insti-
tutional investor -relations, as part .of finance,

--b1; the treasurer. Both the secretary and the
head of finance report to the.vice chairman of
the board. Customer service reports to the
vice president commercial operations, and
ommunity relations and local government rela-
ions are handled by the division (regional)

managers who report to the. vice president

Exhibit 4: Partial Organization Chart Showing Multiple Staff Units in External Relations
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diyision Operations. Both the vice president
commercial operations and the vice president
division op ration report to the president
chief operat of icer.

According to he senior officer in charge of
public affairs and government relations, this
segmented approach is preferable because the
"nature of problems' and kinds- of programs
needed to deal with 'them are too numerous
and diverse toexpect much benefit from cen-
tralizing undef one staff executive." In this
organization, Coordination is achieved for the
most part by Informal interdepartment consulta-
tion, although ad hoc coofdinating groups are
formed if needed to handle-particular problems
that arise from time to time.

This line of reasoning is also endorseckby an
executive of a consumer products company,
who explains that because his company does
not view external relations as an "entity" it
has not given special organizational considera-
tion to them. Of course, the companies that do

444%

r

not have one executive below the level of chief
executive responsible for activities relating to '
all external publics may combine two or three
Activities under one of the staff executives in
the organization while the rest are scattered
among other units.

Even in companies where all external func-
tions do not report to o'ne. executive, an in-
formal organizational coordination can bey in
effect. The Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Com-
pany's interdepartmental operating relationship
with regard to external affairs is illustrated in
Exhibit' 5. This chart indicates the two-way
relationship the external affairs department
maintains with other functions that have more
direct responsibility for dealings with special
publics.

One Executive Coordinates External Relations

While the first pattern an organization
structure with more than one external relations
executive is still very evident, the trend is

Exhibit 5: Interdepartmental Coordin tion Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company
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Exhibit 6: Coordinating All but Ctistiomer Relations A Manufacturer
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MEDIA
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toward structural 'unification of external rela-
tions knctions. Of 303 companies whose ex-
ternal relations .executive participated in this
survey. 176 report' one executive ioresponsible
for either all external relations Or for the major
segments of the external, relations function.

Most Major Segments of External Relations
Coordinated by One Executive , ,

An appreciable number of the companies
surveyed 'follow a rniddle-grOund approach.
They have one Staff executive who is responsi-

-ble for several of the company's publics, while
the other publics are dealt with by a variety of
other executives throughout the CorporAte
structure. Where such an arrangement exists,
the most frequent pattern it one in which all

'bf the external publics other than customers
and/or investqrs' are 'grouped under ohe execu-
tive. The constituency m t often excluded in
such semicoordinated st ctures is the cus-
tomer or consumer (see xhibit 6). A Confer-

.7

GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS

INVESTOR
RELATIONS

, COMMUNITY
RELATIONS

ence Board report, published in 1973, found
that consumer Faits unit( most. frequently
repoit as separate function to a, generate
executive That piciure has not chariged.'

-ptiblic affairs executives distinguish
b tween customer relations and consumer af-,
fairs, or between servicing complaints and set-
ting "consumerism" poliCy.. Where. the lItter is
the activity, they feel, it more frequently falls
'within the.sccIN of external relatians:,"When a
company maintains a cohesive attitude toward
all of its external communications, that neces-
sarily includes customer "communication.",

1E. Patrick McGuire, The Cimsurner Affairs
Department, Organization and Functions, The Confer-
ence Board, 1973, Report Np. 609, indicated that, of
117 companies having full-time consumer affairs units,

'62 percent reported to general a management as a
separate unit; 18 percent 'reported td a public relations
executive;.12 percerit reported to a marketing or sales
executive; and 8 percent reported elsewhere in the
organization.-

ORGANIZING FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONSa
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Exhibit 71-toordination_of Copsumer and Public Affairs - Whirlpool Corporation
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Whirlpool Consumer Affairs --
Customer Relations
Customer Assurance
Service Training Program
Retail Management Training Program
Horns Services

In reality', however, some of these lines may
not be so gasily defined.' As a vice president
public affairs comments: "I don't handle cus-
tomer., complaint letters; marl5eting. does. But
where a customer is also a stockholder and
writes to us about ourP/E ratio, the letter
comes to me." .

The responsibilities of the vice president
consumer and .public affairs of Whirlpool Cor-
poration (see Exhibit 7) do include the con-
sumer constituency. The undidel& °S,,,_csinr
stimer affkirs and public...affairsis, the- Walla
of a recent7.reorganitation, in which public
affairs 'biought under the aegis of the
-eenstinitit:Vfoim:executive. At Whirlpool, how -
ever, stockholder and institutional investor rela-

tions rpcnOern---tfrel-,-group vice president

Second to t-b-r7ciistotpublicthe nJost.
aft19-0011tled-from e coordinated core
p is the investor, and 'most frequently the

institutional investor 'rather than the individual
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DIRECTOR
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Fedora! GcrriRirnant Affairs
State Government Affairs
Public Relations
Public Affairs
Urban Affairs

GROUP VICE PRESIDENT,
GENERAL COUNSEL AND

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

TREASURER

QUaCTOR
INVE ELATIONS

stockholder:aNot only are customers and in-
vestors. the -two publics .mostfrequently ex-
cluded fKom the coordinated reporting st
ture, but the pattern most often followed islet-
exclude both. This pattern is illustrated in the
organization at General ,Foods (see Exhibit 8),
which combines public relations, public affairs,
and government relations under the vice presi-
dent public relations/public affairs, who

reports._ to _the vice chairman. Stockholder and

...

2A recent Conference Board' study (Phyllis S.
McGrath, Communicating with Professional Investors,
The Conference Board, 1974, Report Nqf 644) of bow
companies deal with institutional invefiors reinforces
this finding. That report concluded that the majority of
investor relations executives report through financial
channels rather than through communications or ex-
ternal relations linos. At the same time, it was apparent
that a combination of both disciplines finance and
communications w ss essential, to the performance
of the total task and, no matter what the actual
structural arrangement, there is generally some infor-
mal or dotted line connection to the other function.
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Exhibit 8: Combining Public Relations, Public Affairs, and Government Relations General Foods Corporation
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institutional investor relations are in the finan-
cial organization. Consumer relations and pro- °
duet publicity in women's interest media are
under the direction of the vice president
consumer affairs. (Public relations handles pro-
duet publicity in trade and general media:)
There is a close working relationship, however,
between public relations and the people who
handle both consumer affairs and investor rela-
tions. The vice president public relations/
public affairs sits on committees_with the func-
tional heads of the other areas to formulate
policy and develop joint piograms.

At Shell Oil Company (Exhibit 9) the vice
president of pUblic affairs has responsibility for
planning and coordination of all corporate
communications.

and

own staff directly handles
media relations and a variety of public rela-
tions programs. In keeping with the special
emphasis oil companies are placing'on external
relations growing out of the increasing govern-
ment regulation of business, government rela-
tions also is part of public affairs. In this
company, the vice president is also responsible
for contultation on international affairs, an
area of growing concern and increasingly active'
'constituencies. Stockholder relations reports to
th,s,eptieriricounsel and investor relations to
the vice president, finance. Neither appears_
on the public affairs chart. This company
believes that the importance of coordination
and liaison cannot be understated. Even ,with-
out structured reporting relatiOns linking all
constituency activities, management expects
that coordination can be achieved, through the
public affairs department.

Some other exclusion patterns include:

. Coordinating all but government relations
(federal, state and 'local)

. Coordinating all but customer relations
and community affairs

. Coordinating all but stockholders,, cus-
tomers and community affairs*

. Coordinating all but community affair's.

What typically happens in the above cases is
that government relations reports directly to
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senior. management; customer relations reports
through a general executive or through market-
ing; stockholder affairs reports through finance;
and community affairs is handled at the plant
level.

In another pattern, customer relations. and
government relations are the two segments
separated. An extractive resources company
(see Exhibit 10) places public relations, ,insti-
tutional investor relations, stockholder rela-
tions, advertising and employee/community
communications under the vice president
corporate public relations and communications.
The department also has an extensive public
issues research unit, whose mission, is to antick
pate issues and changing publics. Although
customer relations and government relations
report to other executives, this company per-
ceives its structure as coordinated. "We have a
significant advantage in that all corporate level
communications are consolidated in a single
staff unit. This enables us to program em-
ployee,, customer and public-at-large ',communi-
cations consistently and to balance staff and
dollar resources devoted to, each.",

All External Functions Report to
One Executive"

Among the_ companies with a more unified
organizational approach to external. relations,
4f have designated one executive who has
responsibility for all' of the external relations
activities of the-company ',government .rela-
tions (federal, state and local), stockholder and
institutional" investor relations, consumer
,affairs, and community relations. In many of
these companies, this unified external relations
structure is the result of recent reorganization.

This 'trend is clearly evident among all cate-
gories of companieS: The group of 41 includes
manufacturers of industrial' and consumer .pro-

' ducts, insurance companies, extractive re-
sources companies, and utilities. Companies in
the group range widely in size from $330'
million to $2.6 billion in net sales.

Allis-Chalmers' chart (Exhibit 11) contains
all of fhe company's external functions..
Government affairs, community relations,
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Exhibit 9: All Segments except Stockholder and Investor_ Relations Shell Oil Company
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Exhibit 10: Coordinating All Publics except Customers and Government An Extractive Resources Company
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Exhibit 11:A Cociiclinat d Organization Allis-Chainiers
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public relations, and investor Communications
are, coordinated along with, other communica-
tions units. In addition, the regional vice presi-
dents are in charge of general customer rela-
tions and, as the chart indicates, the regional
vice presidents report to the staff vice presi-
dent for communications and public affairs.
This organization represents a restructuring
that to p ace in the last two years. he
company reorganized its external ,relations
group in o fer to "speak with one voice to ,he
external community." ' \

Exhibit 12, the: organization chart for
Phillips Petroleum, illustrates coordination of
media relations, estate and local government
relations, investor relations, education, youth
and community relations, as well as activities
involving broader audiences such as consumers.

- Editorial and graphics personnel provide theIsupport functions for effectilre vai enance of
these relationships. The company' relationship
with the Federal Government constituency is a
shared responsibility of public affairs and the
firm's Washington office, with day-to-day
coordination and communication, belonging to

,the latter. Phillips underwent a- reorganization
two years ago.. At that time, the needs of
external relations were anticipated and the
publt affairs corporate staff as created by
the expansion and realignment of, the former
public affairs department.

As a member of the office of the president
(the "management committee"), the executive
vice president of 'GAF Corpora ion shares
responsibility for the general m agement of
the company. Reporting to thi xecutive are
all "communications services": public relations
(including investor and stockholder relations?,
marketing services (advertising, for exampl ),
and corpOrate personnel. The executive v ce
president also maintains a close working ela-
tionship with a senior vice president of go ern-
ment relations in Washington, whose pn ary
responsibilities involve marketing to the g vern-
ment. The communications aspects of g vern-
ment relations are genefally the respon ibility
of public relations. The three vice prekidents
reporting to the executive vice presitt co-

..
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ordinate all of the communications of the
company, whether the vehicle for that com-
munication be an annual report, advertisi
product publicity, or an employee newspape
This arrangement not only provides consistency
of communications, but also helps the company
to reach a maximum number of audiences with
its messages.

N,
COORDINATION AT THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE LEVEL

In a variation of the-above organizational
arrangement, the specialized external relations
units report to a general executive. A "genral,

. executive" is a member of the senior manage-
ment of the company who has a variety of
staff and/or operating units reporting to him;
he is not primarily associated with any one

-3 specialized activity of the company. Titles typi-
cal of such general executives include, among
others, executive vice president, senior vice
president, vice chairman, vice president staff;
or vice president administration.3 .

An example of such a corporate organization
is depicted in Exhibit 13, the corporate
administrative services function at Tenneco. As
the chart illustrates, public relations, consumer
affairs, community affairs, and government
affairs all retort to a senior vice president
who is alsoWsponsible for a number bf other
functions including, in this case, purchasing,
Office services, and aviation.

-or'

COORDINATION BY A DUAL-ROLE EXECUTIVE

Several companies have. devised another
slightly different approach in structuring_ their_
external ,activities. In these,companies;;a11 func-

3 The title vice president administration usually
denotes a general executive. In some instances, how-
ever, that position is only responsible for ecternal
activities and might Abe considered a staff executive
position rather thon a general executive positiou. In
one mining company, for-exam e the vice, presidentpl)\

administration is accountable fo government rela-
tiohk, public relations; investor and stockholder rela-
tions, and employee relations. Because this -company
has no customer Constituency to speak of, it can then
be established that this executive has responsibility for
all external relations.
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Exhibit 12: A Coordinated Approach Phillips Petroleum
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Exhibit 13: The General Executive as Coordinator T'enneco, Inc.
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WASHINGTON OFFICE
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tions. report to one staff 'executive, but that
staff executive -also has responsibility for
another, related field. Some companies com-
bine external activities with the legal unit.

J. C. Penney has a senior vice president
general counsel and director of public affairs.
Along with hisflegal responsibilities as general
counsel, that executiksis responsible for public
relations, including media and stockholder rela-
tions; local, state, federal and international
government relations; urban affairs; and con-
sumer 'affairs. He also has a rthiew, planning,
and support role in community relations. Only
institutional investor relations reports outside
of his sphere. The broad outline of this organi-
zatidn'is ilhistiated in Exhibit 14.

At- Interlake, Inc., a vice president market-
ing and public affairs is responsible fbr all
external constituencies:' media, government,
investors, customers and .community, in addi-
tion to his marketing.responsibilities. (See the
general -outlipe of the brganization'structure in
Exhibit 15.) This ngement./represents a
reorganization, .wjiic too place about% a year
ago: At That time all externalaffairswere---;-
combined. under one *corporate officer. The
new and somewhat unusual arrangement of

ADVERTISING
DIRECTOR

AVIATION
VICE PRESIDENT

GOVERNMENTAI, AFFAIRS
VICE PRESIDENT

..

combining marketing- -and public rations and
public ,affairsWas selected so -that one, officer
plans and coordinates how the company is
"marketed". to the outside v% *41. The execu-
tiv charge of this newly combined function

as hackgroundjn both marketing and external
relations, as well as in general management.
Prior to the merger of functions, he held the
position of vice president -public relations
and public affairs, and was the top external
relations ritecutive in the company.

Other Means of Coordination

Organization structure is not the only means
by which a company can arrive at a unified
approith to its relations with its publics. In

-fact, of a group of ir external relation,
executives responding to this question, only six
say that. their companies have no vehicle for-
Coordinatine-al of their external activities
other than that timately all report to the
chief executive. .1 addition _to 4 organizatian
structure, two popular means ,of 'coordinating
all of the functions are:

38 THE CONFERENCE BOARD

- y
. A committee of all external relations

executives,
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,Exhi4 14: Coordination under a Dual-function Executive J. C. Penney
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A policy statement for all corporate ex-
ternal relations.

An External- Relations Committee

' One-third of the companies surveyed have
external relations'committees, created for the
purpose of coordinating all relations with out-
side publics and Roviding for consistency in
communication. Most report, regularly, but a
few are organized as task. force or ad hoc
groups to coordinate or determine policy for
specific sitilatipns. Those that report regularly
generally do so to the president orchief execu;
tive officer. The majority of these committees
are fOrmal bodies with names such as "public
affairs council," "pui;liC relations council," or
"communications committee."

Membership on these external elations com-
mittees rarely, exceeds ten executives. The
members usually are 'heads of the various ex-
ternal activities throughout the corporation,
including those within divisions and subsid-

52

iaries. Many companies use the .committee
approach for 'coordination among divisions.

The mission and degree of intlu'ence of the
committees vary from company to company.
4n oil company reports that its committee on
public, affairs recommends policies and pro-
grams for social responsibility. At another man-
ufacturing company, the communications com-
mittee must approve all outgoing corporate
communications. Membership on- that:commit-
tee includes public relations, investori&tions;
employee communications, opinion research,
advertising, public communications, and gov-
ernment relations. The committee is chaired by
the vice president public affairs. Membership
includes all of.the communications executives
of the company, and not only those who
report directly to the vice president. The com-
munications committee meets once a week. As
one example of the extent, of the committee's
authority, everyone on the committee must
approve the communication before the investor

ORGANIZING FOR EXTERNAL RELATIONS 39
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Exhibit 15: Combining Marketing and External Relations Interlake, Inc.
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relations unit issues a publication to the inves
ment community. Before this committee was
established, there was no vehicle for providing
consistent information. Now management can be
sure that the same information is going to
employees and to Wall Street.

Another 'divisionalized consumer products
company has set up a group, which meets
every two weeks, strictly for inforpational
purposes. The committee is composed of the
public relations directors of the company's
three divisions, 'the vice president for corporate
communications, and the corporate director of
advertising. The chairman is the corporate
director of public relations.

A

An "Overal I Policy

In responding to The Conference Board's
survey, time and time again corporate execu-
tives indicated that the factor in achiev-
ing effective external relations is the strict
observance of corporate policy and the goals

.;
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STAFF SOPPORT
GRAPHIC SERVICES
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RELATIONS
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the corporation has set for itself in relation to
its publics. Through coordination by the
external relations staff, adhergnce to. policy
and cohesion of action can be -achieved
throughout the company.

Consistency of -action almost assumes a
guideline an enunciated corporate policy.
Such policy statements are ninny very gener-
al, however. To interpret what the policy
means in any given situation is the primary
function of the person responsible for the
company's external relatiops.

Twenty percent of the companies surveyed
have one ovelall policy regarding all external
relations. Exhibit 16 is the public affairs policy
statement of General Telephone and Electron-
ics*Corporation. That policy encompasses' all of
the company's .publics: its customers, its em-
ployees, the community, its investors, as well
as the general public.

Most comparies have several policies, how-
ever, each tailored to either a specific public or

3



Exhibit 16: Public Affairs Policy General Telephone & Electronics Corporation

CEO
601ERALTELEPHIMIE 6 ELECTROIllet CORPORAT10111

ONE STAMFQRD FORUM:STAMFORD,CONNECTICUT 06904

SUBJECT: PUBLIC AFFAIRS POLICY & OBJECTIVES

TO: Officers and Key Personnel of
Parent Company and Subsidiaries

1. STATEMENT LICY

The basic Public, Affairs policy of General Telephone & Electronics Corporation is to assure
the ,maximum possible mutual understanding between the GTE companies and.their various
publics, thus fostering the success and future growth of the organization and enabling the
GTE companies to meet effectively the needs of customers,.ernployees, shareholders, and
the general public.

II. OBJECTIVES

With the general objective of maintaining effective two-way communication between the
GTE companies and-the public, our Public Affairs policy has the following specific
objectives:

1. To meet effectively the public's need for our services and products (i.e., our
customer public).

2. To sustain and strengthen the recognition of all GTE companies as good places to
work (4.e., our employee public).

3. To enhance the mutual understanding between the GTE companies and the
communities in which we operate (i.e., our community public).

4. To increase the awareness and acceptance of the GTE companies as good
investments (i:e., the investing public).

5. To achieve greater understanding and support for the GTE companiei, as well as
industry as a whole, in dealing with the forces and attitudes which establish the
over-all political, social, and economic climate in which we and the rest of
industry operate (i.e., the general public).

c

f
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A

People and Dollars: Another View of the Organization'

Another way of looking at how companies
organize their external relations is to find out
how large a professional staff they have and the
size of their external relations budget. A small
group of the respondents was considered in terms
of these two factors.

A review was made of staff size among a
group of 18 companies with annual sales ranging
from $221 million to $11 billion, and total
employment of from 1,850 to 409,000. These
comp'anies reported external .relations staffs of
from two professional people to 275, as shown
in the tabulation below.

These figures illustrate a general tendency
toward larger external relations staffs in larger
companies, although there is no strict pattern.
However, there are some inconsistencies in these

Size-of the External Relations Staff
of Companies Ranked by:

Agount of
Annual Sales

Total
Company Employment

(From smallest
to largest)

'5 staff memberS
6

2

(From smallest
to largest)

5 stiff members
15

17

11 6

30 117..,

11 2

4 30

128 ,128
13 '11
67' 100

17 11

120 13

153 120

27 67-
117 , 4

100 53
1.5 27

27.5 275

4,
Alt

refitionships.. Some of these staff figures.

represent the total external relations function,
-while others include only units responsible for a
limited number of corporate publics. Some com-
panies include staff responsible for such activities
as advertising and graphics; others do not. De-
pendence on, or Use of, outside counselors is also
not reflected in t ese figures. A major consumer
products com counts 100 professional em-
ployees hand g product publicity, including, all
product media relations, in its staff fltUre.

'Another comparable company does not include
product staff in its total because those people
report to product divisions.

A smaller survey, this time.of the external
relations budget, yielded similar results. The bud-
get survey was much more limited because many
companies consider such fig\ares, confidential.
MOst companies, including those that decline to
reveal actual figures, agree that budgets have
increased over the past several years, but most
respondents credit that increase to inflation,
rather than 'to any expansion or elevation of the
function.

Eight large companies, primarily companies
hizhly visible to the general public, provided
data. These companies report external relatiops
budgets ranging from $158,2147 for the .total
function to $10 million for institutional advertis-
ing alone. These figures may or may not include
advertising, 'graphics, consultants, overseas and-
subsidiary operations. Another substantial factOr,
included by some but not by others, is the ,

contributions budget.
Even if the effects of inflation and the dis-

' parities of specific activities included or excluded
could be filtered out, the results would prove
little. There are large companies with very* smell
external relations staff and budget that carry/op

, very active programs. Other companies have large

staffs concentrating on carrying out routine
assignments. One of the companies surveyed, a
consumer products company, functions with two
external relations professionals, while another, a
major chemical company, has a staff of 120 and
also relies heavily on outside counselors.

4
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i specific vehicle of communication. Frequent-
ly, companies have a policy statement gov-
erning the method by which information will
be communicated outside of the company;
how much' info'rmation will be released and

6

to.whom, and what form that information
should take. Many organizations also issue cor-
porate statements on the goals of the co'pora-
tion with regard to particular areas of public
affairs for example, political and civic

affairs, corporate contributions, or disclosure.

External Relations within the Divisions

Of course, 'external relations activities are
not the,.sole province of corporate head-
quarters. In divisionalized companies, much of
the activity is carried out at the division level.
In all such companies, the organizational ques-
tions are: (I) whether to allow the divisions
their own external units, and (2) how much
freedom should the-diVisional units have, i.e.,
what is the relationship between corporate and
divisional units?

In some.of the divisionalized companies stud-
ied, the divisions have no specialized units at'
all. The corsoiats unit provides the service on
an "as needed"' possibly by lending
specialists to the divisions. An'insurance com-
pany has developed an agency-client approach
for dealing with its regionaj offices. Public
relations specialists, who report to the corpo-
rate affairs unit, are assigned to -various com-
pany operations to offer counsel' on public
relations problems. One person, for example,
works with the investment department; several
others are 'assigned to major regional offices.

In a few, companies, external relations units
are housed at the divisional level, but report, , :.

tO the corporate head. More often, divisions'
have their own units principally to handle:

. customers

. community

. local government

. local or trade media'

However, there obviously exists the func-
tional relationship -- the "dotted line': between
the divisional units and corporate headquarters.t
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This arrangement is illustrated. in Exhibit 17,
the organization chart for an industrial com-
pany's public relations staff. In organizations
structured in this manner, the corporate unit
offers advice and assistance in external rela-
tions to division ekternal relations staff.

This is evidently important,4specially-when
the company decides to' give broader latitude
to divisions. For example, a major oil company
has been working toward more and more
accountability at the local level. In the past,
the corporate director of public relations 're-
ports, if the press wanted a statement on a fire

at a local facility no story could go out if the
CEO was out of contact. Now plant managers
have been given the authority to speak for the
company. With the help of outside counsel, the
corporate staff has trained We plant managers
to cope. with this new role. To the_ manage-
ment of the company, this change represents a
switch from a passive program to an active
one. Corporate staff is still available for advice
and' counsel, and to handle situations involving
the company as a whole.

In the usual pattern, beyond giving advice

and .pssistance, sal:par-ate staff monitors add
checks divisional activity. Key to the relation-
ship is some understanding, of whether a situa-
tion is (a) of loCal cc$ncern, and can be left, to
the division or (b) of larger concern
affecting the corporation and thus has to be
handled at corporate level.

Exhibit 18 is the statement of proEedure for
Kaman Corporation, a company which central-
izes all its external relations control. Relations
with most constituencies are coordinated
through headquarters, and those that are not
are reviewed by corporate staff periodically.

International

To a certain extent, international operations
pose problems similar t9 those in determining
what work be carried out by the divisions.
But distance and special problems of particular
locales nationalism and local custom, for
example add immeasurably to the - problem.
In substance, foreign operations have greater
authority for conducting their -own external
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Exhibit 17: Corporate and Divisional External Relations An Industrial Company
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Esohibit 18: Centralizing Communications: The Procedure at Kaman Corporation

Public Relations

Introduction. The success of our company is dependent on the prosperity of the whole complex of
communities and systems in which we do business. "Public Relations" is little more than being good
citizens and getting credit for it. The 4irst step is being good citizens. To be successful, this philosophy
must be applied at all levels of the company and in every community in which Kaman, its subsidiaries
or divisions have plants.

'Corporate Public Relations is responsible for the coordination of the overall public relations program.
Kaman's divisions and subsidiaries should:

1. Set up systems w ereby all external comm cations (other than product advertising or
promotion, drafts o brochures and news releases, proofs of advertisements, etc., are sent to
Corporate Publi6 Releat ns prior to public release, with time for evaluation as to their corporate
importance and suggested r visions if necessary.

2. Send brief, timely reports on y contact they have with news media.

3. Seek assistance when necessary in their own- promotional and publicity efforts.

4. Establish a complete interchange of infor Lion on all activities that may be of public interest.

Kaman Corporation, being publicly held, will maintain a flow of information about the company to
its stockholders and the investment markets. All subsidiaries having inquiries from stockholders, investors
or analysts should refer them to the Corporate Public Relations Department for reply.

Memberships and Dues. Tothe fullest Passible extent, participation in trade and technical associations
will be determined and expensed at they, lowest level of consolidated interest. The Corporate Office
generally will take care of memberships in national organizations which provide services to the entire
corporation.

The Corporate Public Relations Department maintains a list of organizations to which the
corporation, divisions and subsidiaries and its personnel belong in a business capacity. Any additions or
deletions affecting this rooter slibuld be reported as they occur.

Government Relations. The Corporate Public Relations Department monitors legislative and other_
governmental' developments with effect on our well-being, and there are times when it is necessary for
the corporation to take a public stand on specific public issues. All subsidiaries should coordinate efforts
of this nature through the Corporate Public Relations Department.

Selection of Product Names. In a company as broad as Kaman and offering as many products, it is
important when we choose' the new names for .products or services that we do what is possible to
strengthen the company as a whole and avoid conflict or confusion in the minds ofour customers.

It shall therefore be required that when a subsidiary or profit center undertakes the marketing of a
new product or service which is given a new promotional name or identity, the name must be approved
by Corporate.

When submitting such a request, include enough back-up data and reasons for the selection to assist
in getting a proper decision.

operations, but for a few companies there is
still strong guidance from headquarters.'

A bank public affairs executive has me ers
of his own staff in four major overse.: offices.

fr

4.

They advise local branches, which have their
own external relations people usually foreign
nationals. The vice president public affairs
holds tiko area meetings each year for both his

4For further discussion of the management of
international external relations, see the Conference
Board reports on U.S. Business Support for Interna-
tional Public Service Activities, Part I:"Support from
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U.S. Headquarters," and Part 2: " Support from Foreign
Affiliates." Part 2 consists of five separate reports on
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Tht,
Philippines. James R. Basche, Jr., 1973-1975.
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overseas staff and local branch-staff members.
The purpose of those meetings is ,twofold: to
"get the word_ out" on company policy, and
for' education and training in- communications
techniquese

Titles

The level of the top external executive can-
not be ascertained through any analysis of
titles. Designations range fronf.senior vice presi-
dent to manager. Most of the external relations
executives polled including all of the manag-
ers and directors report directly to the CEO.

Among those executives who play a domi-
nant role in the' company's relations with its
outside publics, public relations and public
affairs are the most common titles. But corpo-
rate communications and corporate relations
are titles that are beginning to appear with
increased frequency, as shown in Table 3. Of
course, not all titles of the major external
relations executive include functional designa-
tions. Ai already mentioned, there are many
companies in which a general executive has
substantial external relations, responsibilities.

Public Relations vs. Public Affairs

Today's titles represent a dec. d switch.
Some years back, most external r lations units
were, called "public relations." To ay, a major-

ity of companies surveyed use some ..other,,,,
designation for the top, position. In many
cases, "public relations" designates only one of
many unitk.that make up a company's total
external relations function. To an oil company
public relations director, "public relations is

the communications arm of piiblic affairs."
A corporate vice president external affairs

equates his title to the "more normal" one of
public relations and advertising but cities ad-
ditional responsibilities, including ,shareholder
communications; employee communications,
community relations, and provision of general
writing and public relations assistance to top
management personnel. A vice president --
public relations of another company is in
charge of these same activities.

The swing toward new titles has occasioned
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Table 3: Title of the External Re ions

Executive'

functional Title
Number of
Executives

Public relations 47

Public affairs 45

Corporate communications 17

Corporate relations 13

Corporate affairs
Public relations and advertising 5

External affairs 3

Public affairs anti corporate
relations 1

Public affairs and corporate
atieifs 1

External relations 1

47,

Total 141

Based on Companies that have a coordinated external
relations staff and use functional desiretions.

.

some controversy, Public relations ,or public
affairs? Is is just a question of semantics or is
there substantive reason for the use of differ-..
ent titles? And what' about the apparentfend
away from both public relation5s and public.
affairs tp "corporate communications"? Origi-
nally public affairs was introduced ostensibly
when these external units were expanded to
include government relations. But now there
are units identified with the title "public af-
fairs and government affairs," and "government
and public relations." yet an analysis of all of
those principal external relations executives
whose titles are either public relations or pub-
lic affairs reveals that "public affairs" still'

. more frequently includes government relations
than does "public relations." And that is about
the only substantive difference. A few more
public relations people handle investor rela-
!Idris; and all public relations executivess haVe
media relations, but three public affairs execu-
tives do not. Table 4 provides a breakdown of
functional exclusions for the two titles.

Such a close overlap may not be evident to
the practitioners: Some examples of recent
changes illustrate the situation: '
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Table 4: Public Relations vs. Public Affairs: Functions Excluded from Each

Principal External Relations Executives Handle NI Major External Functions, with the Exception'of:

Exception Public Relations Public Affairs

Stockholder arainvestor relations 17 21

Government (federal, state and local) relations 27
Customer and consumer relations -26 26
Community relations 5 4
Media relations 3

A consumer products Company changed
the title' of its department from public rela-
tions to public affairs because the departnient
handles minority affairs -and other special
interest constituencies.

. Another vice president public affairs
says that the definitional difference depends on
the degree of involvement in the community.

An insurance company vice president had
his title changed from public relations to pub-
lic affairs because management felt that public
relations was not broad enough to include all
of the responsibilities of his department. To
the top management of that company, public
relations meant publicity. This executive
realizes that the designation must come from
senior management, and senior management
has a limited definition of public relations.,

Many practitioners admit that public rela-
tions as a title has been badly maligned. The
problem is not confined to corporate public
relations; the entire profession has been sub-
jected to a severe loss of credibility. Whe4
public relationg is mentioned, the image that is
conjured up in the mind of the general public
is not a favorable one 'ress agent, flack, and
so forth. So, asks one external relatibns'execu-
live, why shouldn't I use a different title and

urinate -that necessary handicap? The job and
responsibilities need not change.

The most cogent reasons for dissatisfaction
with the title "public ,relations" are:

1. Public relations
as media relations,.

,

is traditionally identified

is
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2. Public relations is identified with.corpo-
rate image building.

3. Public relations has lost credibility in
huSiness and elsewhere.

4. The new scope of the function requires a
more appropriate title.

In defense of the public relations title, the
vice president relations of one of the
largest U.S. companies relates, the., history be-4
hind his own title: His predecessor did not like
the 'term public relations because he believed it
had fallen into 'diSrepute, thanks -to the .

"charlatans" in the field. So the predecessor
changed his title to "public information."
When the current vice prbsiden took over the

,position lie changed if back to public rela-
tiqns. So times, he says, people come to him'

--and say at "corporate relations" would be
more ap ropriate title, for his position. His
answer i to ask them $'hat a corporate rela-
tions executive does and, as they outline the
job, he asks: "Isn't that what a public relations
executive does?"

And clearly, from the breakdown of designa-
tions for the principal external relations execu-
tive on page 46, it is evident that many
executives- who have the title of piiblic rela- -t4
tions are responsible for external relations in
its broadest sense.

However, whatever their preient titles, Most
external relations executives, when asked, say,
that they are satisfied with them. Most
respondents feel that, the 'title they have ade-
quately describes the functioniheir department
has been assigned, to perform.

Q
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A number_ of the executives surveyed report
that the titles they presently have represent

- changes- made in recent years. Of those.,execu-
tives who have had title changes, the largest
number of respondents mention a change to the
designation "communications" or "corporate

I
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communications.'? These most recent switches
were from both ptiblic relations and public'

'affairs. The, rationale for this new title is

evidently that communication, in all meanings
of the word, is the sine qua non of relations with
all publics.

O
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Chapter 4

The Roles

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S /perceptions and
philosophy are key to the c mpany's external
relations policies and organiz tion. For whether

, or not the head of the orporation deems
rnal relations to be of ignificance will' be

reflected in the organizatiO of the company as
well as in the programs carded out by staff.

The Chief Executive Officer

It is, therefore, generally agreed that the
impetus for a corporation's externally oriented
efforts must come from the chief executive
officer; in those instances where the CEO is
sensitive to the importance of this area, the
mandate will be passed -down through' the
entire organization. To cite an example: the
external relations executive of an insurance
company feels he has a chief executive who is
very sensitive to the .publics with which the
company deals. The CEO had a strong sense of
priorities with respect to key public affairs

-,issues confronting the company, and manages ,

to convey that sense of prion s effectively to
the rest of the organization.

Whether because of a per nal conviction
or as the result of unfort nate_experience
many chief executives have become acutely
aware of the importance oi their companies'
external relationships. A grow_ ing number of
business leaders are taking an active role them-
selves, as well as advising their staffs to assign
priority to external problems. In fact, 89 per-
cent of the chief executives polled believe that
theiublic's perception is critical to the success
of the company.

Most external relations executives are in

agreement that this belief cannot be foisted
upon the CEO by staff it must come from a
personal commitment. They say that the initial
sensitivity or awareness, must be p"'FeSent, or it
must be' acquired through first-hand experience
or education; staff can only exert the subtlest
influence. One vice president of a diversified

company likes to demonstrate the subtlety of
that influence jo audiences. He gently places
his hand in a glass of water, ancnhen'removes
it as gently a few seconds later. "You see,"ie
says, "it doesn't look as if my land has eVer
been in the glass."

Time Spent on External Relations

The fact that external relations is of critical
importance to the corporation is borne out by
Table 5, a breakdown of the amount of time
chief executives saY they are spending on ex-
ternal relations: The fact that 103 chief execu-
tives are devoting up t one-quarter of their
time to external matte and an additional

Table 5: Amount of Time the Chief Executive
Spends on External Relations

Panel A: How Much of the ,Chief Executive's
Time is Spent on External Relations?

Percent okTime Number of CEO's

.0 percent 0
1-25 percent 103
26-50 percent , 72
51-75 percent 6
76400 percent 0

Total 181*

''The total does not add up to the 185 chief executives.
polled. Two did not answer this question; one said the percent
varies according to the occasion; one is too new in the job to
estimate.

Panel B: Is the Chief Executive Spending More
Time on External Relations Now Than Three to
F iv'e Years Ago?

Number Percent _

More time 171 9''o
,Less time 2 1

About the same 12 6%
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72 as much as half of theirs is significant
(see Panel A), It becomes even more signifl-
Cant, however-, when the figures are loOked at
in conjunction with Panel B of Table 5, which
shows that 92 percent (171) of the chiefs

executives. surveyed are spending more time on
external relations today than they were three
to- five years ago. Only one percent of the 185
corporate leaders are devoting less time to the
,subject, and six percent repOrt that they are
spending about the same amount -of-time as
they used to on external relations. These
figures tend to bear out the general impfession
that, for -the most part,__ corporate heads afe
resigned to 'the fact that business 'must coexist
with other elements of ,society and must, there-
fore, find and develop workable solutions to
problems impinging on the company and the
community. Anti these chief .executives are
acknowledging a personal commitment to the
effort.

The Role

This increasing afiount of chief-executive
time devoted to external relation; is obviously
not spent writing pess releases or carrying out
the actual detailed aliministration of programs.
Most often, the chief executives polled cliarac-
terize their role in one of the following ways:

. The personification or the company

. Policy ma ker.
. Everything to a limited degree

The Personification Of the Company

Although many other people throughouthe
organi tion represent the company on various
occasio s and with individual publics, by and
large tl ese chief executives see themselves' as
the prig opal external representativeof the
compan . They say tlfat they must speak be-
fore the largest and the most important groups.
They c ment that, as the personification of
the co Oily, their own actions and words
must a all times reflect the policies and ethics
of th company. It is their responsibility to
convey the company's positions and policiq, to
the public and "explain, on a policy level, the
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company's problems, challenges and activities
to abprop"riate groups and individua's." In

certain circumstances, the chief executive is the
only one who can represent the company.

These corporate leaders see therdselves hand-
ling the key contacts with all the various

publics key government officials, large cus-

tomers, major stockholders, and so forth. As
one CEO phrases it, they`Must attend "meetings
where the presence of the CEO will add to the
strength of the group effort."

In actuality, this spokesperson role serves a
second- purpose as well. Many chief executives
recognize their important mission as spokes-
people for the free enterprise system. Here,
they see their 'personal responsibility fo? de-
fending the credibility of business, arid they
say that they can and should get out and
personally. defend business.

Policymaker

An appreciable number of business leaders
view their role in -external relations as that of
policysetter.' These chief executives 'either
initiate corporate policy on key public and
legislative issues, involving any and all of the
company's publics, or provide the "broad,
thematic guidance" to policy, and make the
decisions on critical public issues.

The policy role overlaps the personification
of company7role at a point. And one chairman
enumerates his 'function as "preparation, de-'
livery and defense of policy statements, with
the communications media, legislative commit-
tees, public seminars,aijd college campus
pearancest"

Everything to a Limited Degree

When asked, many of the 'respondents tick
off all of the various areas/of external relations
as their own. Then, when pressed on which
aspects are handled by staff, they come up
with the same list.

.04t

The reason for this duplication is that both
parties are involved. The chief executive acts as
the company' incarnate initiates policy,
endorses external programs, sets the personal
tone, makeg the major. public statei ents
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and the staff external relations executive imple-
ments the policy.

Key contacts are the CEO's; day,to-day
activities are the bailiwick of staff. "I am
directly involved in any basic activity that is
related' to the total management responsibil-
ity," a company president asserts, and staff
handles "normal day-to-day information and
activities that can be accomplished under estab-
lished policy and philosbphy."

/The Company's Publics

The character of the role the chief executive
assumes with the different corporate publics
remains consistent, although.the degree or the
nature of the involvement may vary. Table 6 is
a listing of the publics with which the chief
executive most often has some direct dealings,
in order of the frequency .with which the
CEO's cite their involvement.

Gdvernment Relations. This is the most fre-
quently mentioned interface. Most chief execu-
tives say they meet with key federal officials
and, delegate other contacts to theif external
relations people. These executives cite 'their
responsibility for presenting company state-
ments at congressional comOtee hearings and
before regulatory agencies. They are more
often involved with Federal Governrrient
officials and agencies,. although some do
specify activities at the state and local level.

A chairman of the board of a major aircraft
company portrays his government relations role
as embodying the basic role of corporate
spokesman,: "Since many of the policies and
decisions directly affecting my company are set
by heads of state and senior government
policymakers, both U.S. and / foreign, I am
required. to represent our company personally

, on these matters."
Other executives cite their responsibility to

provide input for molding government legisla-
tion in areas related to business wages, equal
rights, environmental protection, health and
safety, and so forth:

Investor and Stockholder Relations. A good
'deal of the chief executive's time is spent
meeting with important institutional investors.
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Table §: The Role of the thief Executive with
the External Publics

Public

Number of limes
Cited by 185 Chief

Executives*

Government relations 124

Investor relations 74

Relations with 'special invrest
'grams (consumers, customers,
minorities, etc.) 52

Media relations 25

Brisiness,arid professional

associations membership . . . . 21

Community and civic affairs . . . . 207
Figures are not totaled because many chief executives

mentioned more than one role.

It is the chief executive who commonly is
called upon to make presentations to major
meetings of analyst societies and to meet with
grXups of key analysts. The chief executive, of
course, plays the 'leading part in the annual
stockholder meeting, and on occasion may
become involved directly with inquiries from
major stockholders.

Relations with Special Interest Groups. Chief
executives specifically call attention to their
role in setting'company policy regarding minor-
ity groups, and in influencing and, imple-
menting legislation in the equal employment
field. Many also mention relations with ethica-
.tional institutions, and other 'special interest
groups. Off a personal level, these executives
cite their membership on boards of trustees Ot-
collegeis and 'Universities as typical DJ activities
whichc they feel yield indirect benefit to the
corporation.

A number ,of chief executives talk about
their work with consumers and .customers, at
least with major customers. A bank president
sees this involvement as one of "determination
of policy and ,development of procedures to
ensure compliance with legislative and regula-
tory requirements to suppqt consumer inter-

.

ests."-,
Media Relations. Here the involvement is

very clearly in the role of chief representative

. ,
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of the company, and staff takes overt the
day-to-day implysnentation. Chief executives
are most directly involved with the leading g
national media and television in particular
especially when a major statement' is called for.

Naturally, when the media plan to use a
story about a company, a quote is sought from
the chief executive or the highest possible
executive available. Chief executives stress that
they must be accessible. Traditionally, the
external relations executive has played the role
of nameless spokesperson, and the chief execu-
tive is quoted by name, as the official embodi-
ment of the corporate position on issues of
note.

Membership in Business and Professional
Associations. Corporate chief executives devote
a great deal of time to policy-level activities of
industry-_ associations and to other business
groups and groups of their peers in other
companies. The latter include Membership in
The Conference Board, the Chamber of Com-
metce, the Business Roundtable, and the like.
Business leaders view these avenues for interac-
on with. their peers as important to the
usiness community as a whole, and ultimately

un. organizations.
Community and Civic Affairs. There is a

personal nature to the chief executive's com-
mitment in this area. The CEO is called upon
frequently to support charitable or health
drives, or to lend his prestige to urban or
community affairs at headquarter or plant loca-
tions. Many jusiness heads cite contact with
high-level community. officials, but more often
the chief executive becomes personally in:
volved, as witness the chairman of, a beverage
company, who admits, to being "heavily corn-

, a mitted to important youth, community rela-
,tions, and charitable projects."

The Staff

Because this is `in-Ougoing_activity involving
'Na close interaction between CEO and-staff, and

. because tke personality and outlook of the
CEO have such a direct bearing on the activity,
it is frequently difficult to draw a clear line
indicating where the responsibility of,oneends
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and the- other begins. Both obviously +five
necessary roles to fulfill in carrying put the
company's external relations. And,the roles, of
necessity, complement each other.

The vice president public" affairs of, a
pharmaceutical company sees his role visa -vis
his CEO's role4this way:

"My perceptidn is that of a top corporate
officer who is responsible for seeing that the
public interest (and the interests of the various
specialized publics) are taken into account in
corporate deciiion making. In this framework,
one's performance is measured by the frequen-
cy with which he stizes or makes an opportu-
nity to provide an input into corporate deci-
sion making...and the frequency with which-,
having been heard, his view is reflected in the
company's final decision. Carried one step
further, and believing that corporate perform-
ance governs its external relations, it is quite
possible that the most productive external rela-
tions executive in a company could be some-
one who does not himself communicate eae-

ternally atall in any direct sense or does not
even supervise communicators but simply
devotes his time 'and energy and talent to the
public's interest in the company's internal
decision-making processes. Carried to its ulti-
mate, it' seems .propet to act on the premise
that the external relations of the corporation
primarily are .the responsibility, of the top
executive officer and line officer...that they
are in many respects not amenable to del-
egation to an external relations staff
person...and that the principal external rela-
tions officer of a company is therefore its chief

Itexecutive (who, of course, receives staff assis-
tance and support from people,- whose sole
designated responsibility is,externaltelations)."

The chief executive's perception of the ex-
ternal relations role of staff is summarized in
Table 7., As, the table indicates, for the largeit
number oT chief executives (77) there is a_clear
division inthe matter of policymaking. This
group feels that staff becomes invol
of the. nonpolicy aspects nienting
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Table 7: the CEOI Perpeption of the Role of
the Staff

)

...

Staff flolc .

Number of Times
Mentioned by 185
Chief Executives*

I mc5leme'ntation ' 77

Everything to some extent 44

Governmerit relations 39
Dissemination 32
Relations with special interest

groui5s 24

Investor relations ° 20

Community and civic affairs 9

Industry associations' ,8
ChVritable activities 6

Everything but government
relations 3'

4

*Many chief executives cited more than one staff role.
, .

rathet than setting policy. Forty-four other
CEO's say titat tfirstaff is involved in every
aspect of 'external . relations, although not, to
the exclusion of the CEO.

- The' question of how government relations is
handled 'is a bit hazy. Opinionsivary widely
among the group of 39 chief executives Who
say staff is responsible for this activity. Com-
ments include, "Staff handles state and local.
only"; "Staff handles federal"; "My external
relations executive handles government staff
and I come in to meet the 'big guys.' "

A number of chief executives say that staff
is responsible for investor relations; yet, as
already indicated, the specifid role of spokes-
man must be carried out by the chief 'execu-
tive.,.

The external relations executive is often
viewed as the disseminator of information. This
executive' is also viewed as the person in charge
of specific riuhlics and programs, as enumer-
ated in Tape 7.. ,

PeTsonal Chardcteristics of the External
Relations Executive.

Because the character of the external rela-
,ions function is expanding, the type of execu-

c

ir.-1/tive heading dp the operatio s also changing.
While the traditional assumption of a public
relations or journalise- background is still the
case in the largest number of companies, it is
no longer the only acceptable background.

Table 8 enumerates, the backgrounds of
those' executives to whom all, or the major
segments of, external relations report. Public
relations and journalisin account for most.
HoldeN;et, since external relations in many
organizations includes government relations,
lackyers and people with, government expert-
ence sometimes appear in the key spot.
Similarly, a' external relations frequently in-
cludes customer relations or consumer affairs,
marketing people are involved. In fact, the very
diverse backgrounds his group of staff
executives sexy to kinfoi the recognition
of external relations ,aa a real ,and sritical.part
of cotorate management, touching on all of .,

the other facets of-the corpotattf operation.
Perhaps because the external relations job

calls for both a broad array of skills and a firm
working knowledge of the company and all of
its operations as well, external relations execu-

c '

Table 8: The Background of the External
Relations Executive

Background

66
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Public relations and journalism .

Operations or general business
Law
Marketing

Government work Or corporate .

government relations
Advertising

.

Economics and finance
International operations
Science and engineering
Other .

Number .
of Executives

76a

21

18
17

4

6

Total 170*

,

/

.
,

1st

,.-.
a Eighteen of these gained their experience with public

relations counseling firms. . li.
'The other six executives, did not provide background:

information. n
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tives tend to have been with their companies
for many years. Respondents repbrt service of
up to 45 years. with one employer (see Table
9, Panel A).

At the same time, 63 percent of the
respondents (85 executives) have held the
senior external relations position for five years
or less, and more than half of the 85 have
been in thq job for two years or less (see Table
9, Panel B). Keeping in mind the sizable num-
ber of companies that have 'reorganized their
external relations units into more cohesive
groups in the pist few years, it appears that
the head of the newly, combined group is most

Table 9: The External Relations Executive:
Years of SeNice

Panel A:

Years with Company

Number
of Executives`

. 1 7

2 10

3 5

4 3

Ss 8

6-10 20

11-20 37

41 -30. , 32

31-45 17

-Total Respondents) 139

often someone promoted from within the com-
pany. He or she - and there is a, small but
growing number of women in this key manages-
menrposition in major corporations - comes
to the job with varying edurational qualifica-
tions, ranging from one respondent with a
high school degree to more than 29 wi
doctorates.

The majority of the external relations execu-
tives supplement their background and educa-
tion with graduate study management and
professional courses. They also 'frequently at-
tend conferences sponsored by business groups
or educational institutions.

Additionally, these external relations execu-
tives are active in professional and trade associ-
ations. Most belong to professional groups: bar
associations, public platibns societies, advertis-
ing groups, and others. Some maintain personal
membership in industry associations, although
most play an active role in .such asgociations
through corporate membership.

Three Roles

When the work of the external relations
staff is Put. into perspective, it _becomes clear

. that the exiernal relations executive, like other,
major staff executives, typically has three
major roles:1

1. Advice .or 'Counsel. In this role,, Jhe ex-
ternal lations executive acts as an "internal
consul ant" to other operating and functional

, utiits, as welt as for the chief executive. Thy
external relations ekecutive advisesother com-
pany executives on. the best way to handle
questions, 'issues and problems which relate to -'
the companYis external publics. .

2. Service. in this capacity, the external rell-
tions executive conceives, Conducts and. carries''' ' out programs relating to the various .corporate
publics, and provides this service for operating''units. and for the corporation as a whole.

----, -
I For a more extensive description of the staff

executive position, see Harold Stieglitz and Allen R.
Janger, 'Top Management Organization in Divi-
sionaliied Companies, National Industrial Conference
Board, 1965 Report -No. 195.

Years in Top E

'Relations Job

Nun-lber

of Executives

1 22
2 : 24

3'
.. , 11

I. 4 - 10

5 18

6-10
r 33

11-20 . 14

21- 30.-.- .. 3
...._ ,.

Total Resp9ndents , 135
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3. Control. The third role of the external
relations executive is involvement in formula-
tion Of policy and guidelines that determine
fhe corporation's relations with itsvarious pub-
lics, as well as_monitoring the implementation
of such policy and guidelines.

Advice Or Counsel

The vice president external affairs of an
industrial manufacturing company encourages
all corporate executives to "confel with each
other" a policy followed in a numbeof com-
panies. Another respondent says som times he
maintains total control and sometime he just
adVises; but he always knows what is go g on.

There is a yellow phone on the desk f the
corporate relations officer at another organiza-
tion a. "hot line" to provide advice to
anyone, anywhere in the organization, regard-
* corporateqthjectives and policy, and objec-
fives with. relation to external publics.

Corporate relations reviews the five -year
plans of all corporate units, another executive
reports. ECh plan must conform to guidelines
issued by corporate relations. These guidelines
are typically "thou shalt nots," such * What
questions only headquarters can answer.

Service

In other instances, the. external relations
group sets up actual programs for operating
units. This- service role is evident in an oil
company that' developed and runs its training,

'program for line management throughout the
worldwide operating units of the company. .

A number of external relations executives
envision their seivIcertas an agency- client
relationship with operating units. They and

'their staff are available to provide assistance to
any other unit in the implementation of pro-
grams involving external publics. The service
might encompass a range of activities, such as
speech writing, contributions decisions, or pro,
duct.publicityl

Control

A vice president sales 'and public relations*
of a company which organizes all of its ex-

.

-:':_j -.

ternal functions under a vice chairman states:
'Nobody issues news, talks to the media, con-
tacts the financial community, and so on,
except our professional staff. Nobody."

This statement represents the extreme in
monitoring.and control. Most companies take a
more modified view when it comes to man-
aging all of the external relations ofrca very
diverse or geographically far-flung organization.

More than three-quarters of the external
relations executives surveyed recognize that.
they have a general control role to perform
to ensure that all relations with external pub-
lics conform to corporate policy and objec-
tives. They say that it is their duty to review
and monitor activities for consistency. Because
so many people are involved throughout the
corPOrap organization, control no matter
how formal or informal is essential to effec-
tive -corporate 'cominunications.

One consistent- story c reach mote than
one public and can -serve dditional purposes.
For example, one.cOmpan reports that close
qvlationships between investor relations and
advertising resulted in the projection of a new
corporate image to professional investors. 'Ca
ordination can ensure that stockholders and
employees are getting the same stow; and that
The 'media and other publics are hearing the
authorized facts. It is one company's policy to
review all material going out to national media
from headquarters, but to permit local release
of stories to trade media.

Most of the respondents tell of reviewing and
monitoring activities and programs; and acting
as a clearing, house for all outgoing com-
munications. Some pursue day-to-day moni-
toring; others jiist try to keep informed.

(AppendbZ A presents a selection of job
descriptions for external relations executives in
a wide sampling, of companies. These descrip-
tions exhibit in detail the triple role of the
external relations executive and which roles

..t predominate in each instance.)

The Three Staff Roles and the Publics
. .

Respondents to the survey Were asked to
analyze--their' three-faceted mission in relation
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Table 10: The Three-part Role of the External Relations Executive in Relation to the Most

Frequently' Cited Publics

(As reported by 178 external relations executives)

External Public Counsel or Advice Service Control

Media 127 135 1,14

'Federal G.ernment 124 106 89

Government state and local . 119 99 , 83

Individual stockholders 105 115 74

Financial community , 109 115 73

Customers 110 97 60

Community 127 116 89

Special interest groups:
ECologists' 20 18 12

Consumers 16 14 9

Women and minorities 17 10 10

Educational institutions 13 14 10

Industry associations 9 6

Total mentions 895 848 629

to each of the most usual publics. Table 10 is
a frequency distilbution of the, resins. As is
usually the case with staff executives, external
relations people most $ften find themselves in
the counseling or advisory role. Although the
table shows that this is not always true in the
case of individual publics, the totals do show a
prevalence of the counsel role. The control role
grows out of the counseling and service func-
tions, and occurs relatively less frequently.

It is easy to understand why_ certain, roles
are more prevalent for particular publics. Be-

.
cause stockholder and institutional investor
relations are by definition o corporate rather

'than a divisional functionfor exaoaple, the
external relations staff typically .conceives and
caries out the prograMS' in the financil area.
Programs initiated by government actions, on
the other hand, .are usually carried out by
other units, with varying degrees of advice and
counsel-from external relations. The exte al
relations executive would be involved.' at
early .stages when legislation is being f rmu
lated, analyzing the proposed legislation and
attempting to educate..the legislators to the
company's viewpoint and the company to Ihe.'
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potential implications of the legislation. In this
phase, other "speciats" in the company
the^ legal department personnel, or le-Ond D,
for ekample might conceivably play a part.
After legislation is enacted, the external rela-.
tions exeeutive may advise top management on
the necessity for formulation of corporate
policy and advise the affected corporate units
on the new requirements, policies and proce-

,-dures that need to be established. But it is the
affected group that conceives and carries out
actual p ograms, and the external relations"
involve nt gradually phases out. In other
words, there is an evolving cycle from the
external relations people over to the functional
specialists, although at no time is either neces- °

sarily excluded completely. ,

The vice president publiC affairs at General
Telephone and Electronics Corporation clearly

4
pelfOrms iii all three staff roles, according.to

i'.;this ever it frop GTE's job -description;:
t

"This responsibility involves: "
..,

"1. Identifying and 'evaluating current situa-
tions and future trends having major .public

,".>

(
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affairs implications for the overall organization.
1 '2. Advising and counseling management on

m hods for, -acting upon these situations and
trends.

"3. Developing formal statements of policy
on various public affairs matters, and assuring
adequate communication of the approved
policies throughout the organization.

"4. Developing specific programs and proce-
dures to implement these poliCies.

"5. Auditing and reviewing the effectiveness
of these activities to assure'their maximum
possible and practicable ll'ectiveness."

The Relative Importance of the Roles

Asked which of the three roles' is most
critical in carrying out what management wants
them to do;_tlie external relations executives
are hard pfessed to see one clear front-runner.
They respond:
0.
.t. Counsel is my most important

...
percent .

. Service is my most important
percent

. Control is my most important
percent. . I have more than one important
percent

role: 23

role: 18

role: 16

role: 43

As an external rplationsyice president explains,
e remains on the payroll for his service role;

and his variable compensation is based on his
counseling and control functions.

Another vice president', public relatibns
outlines his three roles quite clearly: Ety far the
most important, the one for -which he is "paid

-all his money," is to participate in 'top -level
,policymaking, bea responsible for assessing
the impact on, all, reaction of the public to,
company programs, and proposals. Second, he
heads any operation that embraces the produc-
tion and planning of advertising, films, news
releases, and media relations. Third, he and his
staff serve as 'staff advisers and counselks to
the corporation's subsidiariesr Some of the
staff spend full time in this advisory-
consultative role. Among other things, these

people develop prototyp,e programs for individ-
ual divisions that can be used throughout the
organization. Whenever they ask for assistance,
the vice resident* himself engages in personal
counseling with subsidiary presidents and pub-
lic relations heads at the subsidiary level.

The box on page 60 illustrates the many
aspects of the external relations job as seen by
the yice president and secretary'of an insurance
company, who is in charge of all of$ the
external relations activities of the company..

The Outside Counsel

Regardless of the size or the competence of its.
in-house external relations unit, most companies
'make frequent use of outside consultants. To
create and establish a department wherecnone
presently exists; to design a new progr-am re-
lating to a particular corporate public; to pro-
videexpertise on a specific issue or problem
these are just'a sampling of the reasons corpo-
rations hire outside external. relations counsel.
Companies utilize such firms for dealings with
all of their publics, dad involve cou,.. in a
multitude of programs and projects.' The
counseling firm can set its own sights regarding

)the scope of the role it is prepared to perform,
and may involve itself in the narrowest or the
broadest aspects of external relations for its
clients. ".

Users of Outside Counsel

Many companies. choose to hire public rela-
tions (external relations) counsel on a project
basis, Of those companies that retain outside
counsel, the majority utilize the services of
more than one such firm at a time. Some
retain one principal firm, but use others from
time to time for "Special assignments; the rest
retain more than one on an onfoing basis.
Table. 11 is a summary of the frequency with
which outside firms are retained and the num-
ber of firms involved.

Most often, counsel is brought in tty the
external relations executive of the company
and only the external' relations executive
(Table 12). But, on occasion, the chief, execu-
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Table 11: Number of Companies that Retain
Outside External Relations Counsel

(According to 178 external relations executives)

Retail; Outside Counsel

Retain one firm
Retain more than one firm
Use several, but retain one

principal firm
Do not retain any firm, but hire for

individual assignments

Total

.Number
of Companies

es.

39--
27

23

69

158a

a20 survey respondents,did not answer this question.

tive or someone else in the organization may
hire an outside fi . Such occasions usually
involve special a ignments, for example a new
product campaig r a Communications train-
ing program. In on a few companies is out-
side counsel always hired by thd chief execu-
tive or' someone other than, the external rela-
tions executive.

Naturally, the counselor would prefer to be
brought in/ by the, chief executive. At that
level, the counseling firm wou14, be involved in
the broadest "management matters. But, when
asked, the external relations executives indicate
no appreciable difference in the role the out-
side firm plays that is patterned on who
brought it in. Even those seven external, rela-
tions executives who esay that only the CEO
hires the counselor see the role of the outside

Table 12: Who Hires the Counseling Firm?

(In the opinion of 147 externplfirelations
executives)

-Always Sometimes

The external relations
executive

The chief executive
Someone else in the company . 5

41

33

25
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firm as split about evenly between counsel and
service. The only noteworthy difference, accord-
ing to respondents, is that among those hired
only by the chief executives none is involved
with government relatiolis at the federal
or the state and local level in either a
counseling or service role.

The outside firm is not to be discounted as
a

merely a source of assistance. for the small
company. On the contrary, among the respon-
dents to this survey, companies ranging from
larLest to smallest report the use of outside
conselors on a regular basis.

One of the largest U.S. corporations hired
outside counsel "to give us more arms and
legs" when, suddenly the corporation found
itself forced to resportd to a4umber of its

',more vocal publics. Counsel was called upon
for assistance in a three-way attack on the
problem of the company's credibility:

(1) The firmr_assistS with the logistics of
what is called a "grass-roots campaign," minia- ,

ture shareholder meetings held .adross the coun-
try to which local opinion leaders and press
representatives are invited. These meetings pro-
vide an opportunity to explain the cotnpanys%
local aokivities.

(2) A) key lecture. series is being conducted
at. three leading universities, and the lectures
are subsequently published and distributed by
the company to libraries around the country.
The role of the public relations firm is to
arrange the details so that the company can
maintain what it considers to be a propel-
arm's-length stance from the universities:

(3) The counseling firm helps with a variety
of research or monitoring projecti in various
external relations areas.

The Role ith the Corporate Publics

"Counsel' is an' appropriate name for the
public relations qr public affaifs firm. As Table
13 shows, these firms are called into a corpora-
tion for counsel or advice more. frequently,
than for implementation of a program or pro-
ject, ,according to the external relations execu-
tives. With regard to customers, the frequency

71



of the two roles cp equal. Only in relation to
one external public the media is the
assistance of the outside firm sought for service
more often than for counsel.

Of the various constituencies interacting,
with the- company, it is again the media that
the outside counsel' is most often called in to
assist with. However, outside firms are also
relied on heavily for instit onal investor rela-
tions- and stockhol tions. Additionally, a
sizable number of companies are now turning
to outside counsel for advice regarding Federal
Government relations. One executive says his
company retains -'counsel "as i listening post in
Washington." ,

Outside cou elors frequently conduct re-
search for the ompany, to measure the com-
panVikinage wi the general public or the

.._

effectiveness of a p lar progriin. Surv. eys
of institutional investors, for example, are con-
ducted regUlarly.

,Many companies rely on 'outside assistance
for overseas external relations, and again par-
ticularly for -institutional investors as well as
for product assignme s. A multinational con-
sumer eroslucts corn any has an external rela-
tions staff member based. in Europe who co-
ordinates the work of seven counseling firms.
All Seven firms report to this staff person who,
in turn, reports to the corporate external rela-
tions executive.

Roles in Decision Making

The relative importance of external relations
to any company may well be indicated by the
weight given external matters in major corpo-
rate decisions. When decisions are being made
at the highest ,levels of the corporation, are the
external implications, considered? And how
much weight is allocated to the potential re-
sponse from the corporate publics.? Such ques-
tions. are difficult to answer' because the an-
swers depend on who is being asked. There are
egos involved. But they are critical, so 'answers

or at least clues to the answers must be
. soug6t.

A key clue is the extent to whic the
external relations executives are inv d

Table 13: Outside Counsel: Relative Emphasis
on Publics and Roles

Corporate Public .

Counsel or
tvice Service

Media 61 75

Federal Government - 40 '20

Government state and

local ,27 16

Stockholders 42 28

Institutional investors 46 41

Community 30 23

Customers 28 28

Total 274 231

top-management decisio4 making.' And, here
'what chants are specific examples of instences

of involvement e.g., membership of external
relations executives on boards of directors and
on top level management committees aacord-

..ing to the practitioners. At the same time,
among those chief executives who identify one
executive' as the focal point for all eternal
relations, by far the majority say that they
include that executive in i top-level decision
making; fact, 110 of 126 chief executives
attach such significance tol the top external
relations position. .

There is general agreement\ that every corpo-
rate decision has some implications- or potential
implications involving one or more of the.
company's constituencies an, overseas invest-
merit in a politically unstable country, or the
closingof a plant in a small town in New
England, for example. So the following ques-
tion is- put forth by. a respondent to the

_Board's survey: "Naturally, when he is ,,con-
sidering a..problem, the chief executive is

aware, in a general sense, of the external
implications. But he- also has a general idea
that project is goingto be profitable. Does
that mean that he can dispense-With a chief

1 financial officer?"
External relations executives themselves have

a range of opinions regarding-their ,own import=
ance in corporate decision making. Their an-
swers vary from "not very mportant," and
"not important enough," to, "I'm always in-

7.2
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The External Relations Job
as Described by One Executive

t
"In my view, it is the corporate relations

officer's job:

to know the nature of the external publics
thoroughly,

to have empathy with them
to understand their concerns
to know the opinion makers personally, if

possible

to tell the company's story to each public
on a constructive basis which makes sense
from both viewpoints.

to make sure that all other company execu-
tives communicate thfisame consistent and con-
structive-information sand viewpoints4

to anticipate the needs of these publics
to head off trouble '

to respond to necessary challenges construcl,
tively, with integrity, and forcefully

to know when silence is-golden,
to recommend policies relating to any phase

,of corporate operations affecting external rela-

tions
to act as guardian' and keeper of the corpo-

rate conscience."

volved." In the. middle ground are those who
feel they are "sometimes but not always"
included, and those who recognize that theirs
is not the only and perhaps not the most
important input in the decision-making pro-

..
cess.

What can the external relations executive do
lo gain a voice in the Matter? A vice, president

° administration, wh& is in charge of all
external activities of company, suggests:

"You prepare yourself with research and
analysis and you argue- your. case. You put
your credibility on 'the line sand you have_a
confrontation with finance the dollars and

_Gents guys. they will argue cost, while you
argue the 'right' thing to do -- the qualitative
side of the story support of the community.
Your side, is soft, protilematical, hard to prove
except by experience; an untenable position.

i#
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What develops is an all-out war between the
two sides, unless the CEO or the board of
directors is looking for balanced consideya-.
tions."

This last is a point repeated in-various ways
almost unanimously by ext*al relStions
executives: "The chief executive OT your com-
pany must have, ak. predisposition toward
external considerations, or you don't stand a
chance." Some ,say you can persuade the CEO
through very subtle influence; but others say
that if his interest is not there at the start it
never will be, and external relations will be
relegated to a powerless status.

But the external executive cannot complete-,
ly pass the -buck. A long-time practitioner
relates that for years his colleagues in-`the
profession have complained that top manage-
ment never pays any attention to them. This
vice president public relations dismisses this
protest with ,thecomment: "As soon as you
become useful to your management, your
problem will be over. After all, there is no way
of legislating that management must pay atten-
tion to any staff function." .

The. external executive at a company that
maintains a felatively . low visibility suggests

"A ,public relations man sets his own horizons
they can be broad or narrow. Most of my

colleagues limited theirs to publicity; I opted for
the other course. hi-explaining the scope of the
work I contended that it included everything
involving people en masse. As:a consequence, our
shop was drawn into a fascinating mix of publics

customers, farfner-suppliers;competitors, legis-
Nators-, educators. And Understanding the,various

publics :and their leadership, knowing their be-
liefs, attitudes, aspirations and influence is, 'of
course,- at the Heart of public relatiOns.praptic-e.",

Milton Fairman,.
Vice President (Retired)

Borden, Inc.

Excerpt
Fifteenth

an address delivered
at the Fifteenth Annual 'Institute'

Dr the Public Relations Society 'of
America, June 13, 1973

73,
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that perhaps his job is more difficult than that
or his counterpart at a consumer products
company. In a company of low visibility there

_is less recognition of the significance of
external relations, by top management, ,less
commitment in time, money and effort. Yet,
this executive insists, external relations is just
as important to the low-visibility company as it
is to the high-visibility organization.

Appraising the situation realistically, several
executives believe that management decisions
should be made with an awareness of the
external factors, but in the end they should be
rejected or accepted on a' bUsiness basis. Ex-
ternal implications should have some "clout"
but should not dictate. These respondents
point out that external relations executives had
better fully understand the implications of
their advice and have a complete understanding
of the business of the corporation and of the
chief executive's problems.

Some executives express rueful satisfaction
that their companies have learned from un-
pleasant e*perience the importan,ce of consider-
ing the responses of their constituencies when
arriving at a decision. It is the old adage,
"Once burned ..." For example, if a decision
t locate a plant in a certain city is made
strictly on financial and other considerations,
ignoring theexternal aSpects such as° ,,the
displeasure of the 16cal community and the
suspicions Of environmentalist ,groups, the deci-
sion could prove .to be disastrous. After' the
plant opens, the local manager might be faced
with recruiting problems and difficulties in
dealing with local officials. Additionally, the
environmentalists may decide to take, action
against the corporat0n. And so it goes. Next
time, _the external relations executives say,
management, asks us first. But it is,Sough to
have to learn the lesson the hard way.

Management Committees

lit just under half of the companies
responding, the external relations. executives

( serve on tqp-leVel corporate committees. To
most of -them, thii amounts to a clear indica-
tion that they, are included in senior manage -'

74

ment thinking. On occasion, one or more of,
the executives reporting to the top external
relations position also serve on these com-
mittees. Typical committees of which they, are
members include:

. Contributions

. Social. responsibility
. Policy
. Finance
. Management
. Product review
. Corporate foundation

The names of the committees vary from one
organization to the next. External relations
executives most often serve orr',,the contribu-
tions committee, ii,vhich is also referred to as
"contributions and memberships" and "dona-

. tions." Several executives maket it clear that
they are members of the CEO's staff, a posi-
tion which they equate to membership on a
top-level committee.

Those Who Know They Have "Clout"'

The, fact that they report directly to top
management leads some external relations
executives to believe unswervingly that their
opinions are Important in policy setting. These
executives see themselves as part of'the man-,
agement team. One even points out that his
office would not be in the - executive 'wing if
his input did not count for something. Another
respondent, who also reports to the top of the
organization, comments:

.

"The real strength of this operation is the
direct tie to . the CEO and -the .continuing
opportunity to be involved in policy decisions
that will affect external relations. To a great
efaent, this makes it possible to anticipate
problems,, plan for them, and execute operating
pOlicies, in a manner that; if it doesn't, please
an important external constituency, at least
avoids, needless antagonism." . '

The vice preSident public relations of a
steel company is> certain th,,b4frqsViiy to all

- .
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top information in the company. After all, he
says, he drafts all policy, and he knows the ins
and outof his company's operations so well
that he always knows what is going on..He
says that he is involved in all. decisions.

However, 'ven those executives secure in

such feelings concede possible slippages. As one
pointed out: "Tomorrow I might discover that
our company was involved with illega cam-

paign contribn
rk

tions or some other tuation
about which I was not consulted." It isn't

, likely, he adds, but it could happen.

St

The Board of Directors

Another key of the importance assigned to
external relations is the degree of awareness
and involvement of the board of directors.

The vice president 'public relations of an
extractive resources company comments on the
changing role of the board of dtrectors with
regard to the corporation's dealings with its
external publics. By definition, the board of
directors represents the stockholders and there-.
fore, he says, it must be concerned with the
corporation's citizenship and in terms of
behavior, not just. results.

The evolving role of the board is the result
of a- number of factors, ranging from genuine
concern on the part dr b th management and
the board to the threat o litigation. Changing
membership on boards t reflect the various
publics of the corporation have begun to have
an impact on the character of the board's, too.

The board of directors has always had an
audit responsibility, but that responsibility has
been interpreted strictly in terms of the
finances of the company. Now a growing num'
ber of complhies have established a public
affairs or public issues committee of the board.
In fact, while no such committees were reported
in a 1967 Conference Board .study, a 1973

report stated, that 9 out of 855 companies have
established social responsibility committees. At
that time the author saw this trend' as
"apparently in response to pregsures ,exerted on
the business cornmiinity to show greater concern
for the consumer, the ,community, and the
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environment.72 A 1975 report Says, "Some of
the companies (still only a handful) that have set
up such a committee say that the concept is one
that developed naturally out of their role as
producers of consumer products. But it also
seems, fair to assume that the appearance of at
least some of these committees is closely con:
nected with the widely voiced charges in recent
years that corporations have neglected their
responsibilities as citizen."'

They see the traditional audit role expanding
from the financial realm into the public affairs
area. The public relations group of a consumer
prOducts company, for instance, conduces an
extensive social audit for its board of directors.
The audit includes such items as pollution,
minorities' status, and international affairs.

Several respondents report that
on

senior
external relations executive serves on the board
of directors. The number of such companies is
small, but in a larger group the external rela-
tions person frequently serves in a staff
capacity to a committee of the board. A
general executive, in charge of all external
relations of a major bank, comments, 'IAs
executive vice president administration and
secretary- to .the 'putt& responsibility com-
mittee of the board of directors, I am responsi-
ble .for coordinating all external relatiOns
consistent with corporate policy and goals." /

At a textile company, the vice president
corporate commimicatiorfs is secretary to the
board'i public responsibility committee. The
secretary meets regularly with the committee,
prepares the agenda for meetings, and sends
literature on relevant subjects to the committee\
members. The secretary also carries out the
work suPporting the committee decisiOns
for example, initiating studies of the impact of
the company's environmental programs:-

2Jeremy Bacon, -Corporate Directorship Practices:
Membership and CoMmittees of thy Board, The Con-
ference Board, 1973, Report-No. 588.

3Jeremy Bacon And James K. Brown, Corporate
Directorship Practices: Role, Selection and Legat Status
of the)Yoard, The CorifgOttce Bpard, 1915, Report No.
646.
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This company also sees the board committee
as "a sort of audit committee." Like most
audit committees, it is composed entirely of
outside directors, and like are audit committee
it has fhe power to call corporate executives in
to report on company programs in areas of
concern to the committee. Thus, executives
concerned with product safety, equal employ-
ment, environmental matters, and such; appear
before the committee at least once a year to
give an accounting of their stewardship. The
cornmittee,,in turn, reports on these matters to
the full board.

Another company reports that it has estab-
lished new committees of the board for bOth
social responsibility and contributions. The

14
e

social responsibility committee is made up of
directors only, but the contributions group
includes_ both staff and directors. Recent
changes in management's basic philosophy of
contributions has moved from 'a responsive
a titude to an agressive program which consid-
ers e external relations impact of all giving.

External relations executives in other corn--
panies make frequent presentations to their
boards toe ori>, their programs and their
objectives. One executive describes his annual
presentation to the board as a review of key

b issues facing the company what the issues
are; what is at stake in *terms of dcitiars; what
the company's objectives are; what has been
done soogar; and what is left to do.
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Chapter 5
Evaluating the Effort A Conundrum

As IS THE case with many other -staff func-
tions whose impact on corporate profits is not
immediately evident; external relations does
not readily lend itself to measurement. This
general difficulty is compounded in,,the case of
external relations by the multitude of influ-
ences outside of ,management's sphere, of con-
trol that; can and do affect the issues and
publics that corporate external relations pro-
grams are aimed at. In most ateat, "results.
achieved," whether good or bad, cannot be
attributed to corporate 'actions alone. .

In a management era that has given great
emphasis to &management by objectives" or
"appraisal by results" evaluation is seen as
basic to future planning and budgeting. Aug
large majority of companies in our study pro-.
fess a management-by-objectives approach to
external relations. But their frustration in
applying results-oriented evaluation in
attempting to develop concreje measures of
performance is very evident.

Indeed, to the general and perhaps over-
simplified question: "Do you measure per-

. formance?" the answers of all of the survey
participants can be divided into three non-
exclusive categories:

4. It is necessary but difficult
(a) evaluation on the basis of set objec-

tives
(b) evaluation

carried out
on the basis of activities-

. It all, depends on the situation

. kt is an academic exercise. .

It Is Necessary bud Difficult

On a .quick first consideration, most of the
respondents state that they have means for
evaluation. But after some 'introspection,
respondents, will kenerally admit that most
existing measurement techniques in the ex-
ternal relations area, are of limited value.
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Evaluation on the Basis of Objectives

About half of the respondents CEO's and
external relations executives alike say they
evaluate external relations on the basis of
previously defined objectives. And if they do,
not use the word "objectives," another
seventy-one respondents use "results" when
asked. on what basis they evaluate their
external relatidns success.

Several indicate that, in their companies,
external relations bjectives are a part of the a,

total objectives f the corporation. When
annual plans are su mitted, the external rela-
tions plan ismerged into the overall plan of
the company. The external relations function is

expected to work toward achieving the,corpo-
ration's objectives, as are all of the profit -
oriented functions.

As a vice.president corporate communica-
tions comments:, "Public relations is no less
susceptible to management by objectives than
other staff, functions, except that there needs
to be less stress on numbers." The president of
a bank reports that,, in his company, external
relations results are evaluated against social
goals that have been formally adopted by the
board of directors,

As for the obje&ives set, or results exrected,
two ar mentioned by most of the responding
compa ies: a

Improved Business Credibility. This is the
most global objective the restoration of
public trust, not just in one company or even
one ndustry,,: but in the total business com-
munity.

A Positive Corporate Image. Ninety-seven of
the . corporate heads and external relations
executives see the degree of public acceptance
of the company's image as key., "What is the
attitude of the general piiblic and of our own
publics toward our company?" "And do We
get a good press?"

VII
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In some cases, whereresults are viewed in
terms of (increased saleS, -*Xiss. ful
improved employee morale and productivity,
customer acceptance, and similar factOrs, a

degree of measurability may exist. Some execu-
tives, however, talk in terms of strengthened
relations with elected officials and regulatory
agencies, respect from labor leaders, and so
forth; results such, as these cannot be assessed
as well:

Among the many different results that
respondents look for in an effective external
relations effort are:

. Accurate and objective courage by the
media.

. The ability to conduct the regular business
of the corporation without interference, and
the continued growth of the company.

A sound envir nment for advancing the
marketing and estment objectives of, the
company.

SOme per
ternal attitude

/. Some deg
problems; a mi

companyls publics.

ep tible
to the
ee of
imum

z

degree of change in ex-
company.
success in anticipating
of "surprises" from the

As to measuring or evaluating the extent to
which objectives or results are achieved,. here
the issue becomes very nonquantitative and
nonobjective in a word, it is subjective. For
example, fri external relations executive, who
had (pudea- to yardsticks which his company
had eveloped, acknowledged when pressed that
the yardsticks were basically judgmental rather
than "scientific." When these business leaders
simply say something like "the corporations'
image is the measure of success," they base
that judgment informal feedback or on
formal opinion surveys.

-Informal Feedback

One of the factors which determines the
chief executive's judgment of his company's
external relations is the kind of,feedback he
gets from those he comes into contact with
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every day, both within the business environ-
ment and outside. The chairman of a bank, for
example, reports that he gets reactions to his
company's programs and its image from the
general public, from fpends, and from outside
directors. He judges lie attitudes of the media,
as well as the public's response to company
statements or stock offerings.

Senior Management also obtains informal
feedback from employees and from customers.
Some ask eduCators and government officials.
In fact, feedback is available from everyone
with whom they come in contact. As one chief
executive says: "I haVe eyes and ears. I see and
listen."

Talking about his company's program to
explain "profits" and to restore credibility to
his industry, the chief executive officer of a
petroleuLn company recalls that "everybody he
talks to" has becbme aware of his company's
prOgram. They may not be converted to the
company's way of thinking, but they are listen-
ing and they respect what the company is
doing; and to him that means the program is
acconcplishing its goals. Because of this increase
in "awatiticss" on the part of the public, this
executive is satisfied that his company's
external relations effort is successful and that
his staff is performing effectively.-This opinion
is based on the informal feedback the CEO.
gets from his peers in business, from people he
meets, and even from family and friends.

Irtnal Feedback 4.

Formal feedback the opinion survey is

a yardstick that: is used by many-cif the
respondents. The media frequently report on
the results of opinion polls assessing the gener-
al public's feelings about business. Many in
senior management follow these data very
closely,susing the trends as an indicator-Of the
effective4; of business' efforts.

It is common practice for individual com-
panies to conduct (or contract for) opinion
surveys to determine whether or not the com-
pany's message is reaching its targeted publics.
Companies often survey customers and stock-
holders. It is a very popular practice, for
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example, for companies to hire outside opinion
sampling firms to conduct biennial surveys of
the investment community to determine the
attitudes of the institutional investor toward
the company. Some companies conduct similar
surveys themselves, prepared by in-house staff.

Many companies hire public relations
counselors to conduct these opinion surveys
for , diem. A chemicae company mentions' a
survey' it commissioned several 'years ago In
which opinions about the results of the com-
pany's external relations programs were
solicited from newspaper people and magazine/ reporters across the country.

A major utility conducts a three-pronged
approach to public opinion polling. First, the
company subscribes to all of the available
political and public opinion measuring services.
SecondT-oratea year, the public relations
department conducts a public overview survey
of its own. This survey measures customer
satisfaction,A asking a sampling of customers
questions not only concerning the quality of
the product, but whether or riot the customer
thinks the company is a good corporate
citizen. At the same time, an internal survey is
conducted to find out how employees perceive
and react to messages from senior management.
The third aspect consists of dozens of special
studies done, each year, relating to whatever
issues or problems are topical. Because the unit
operates with a small staff, most of this survey
work is conducted by outside polling firms.

Evaluation on the Ba4is of Activities

Sadie companies evaluate the professionalism
or ,competence of their external relations staff
as evidenced by their activities or programs-.
Chief_ executives weigh the degree of success of ^
the external relations executive in anticipating
new issues and new trends in the- company's
publics. They look for, a minimum of "sur-
prises" froth' their external_ publics.

A Reasimable Expectation

A general executive in charge of all' external
.relations in his company admits that he cannot
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hold his government relations executives
accountable -for bills passed or not .passed. §o
he sets a standard in his own mind as to what
is a reasonable expectation a standard
weighted more toward the effort applied and
the quality with which that effort was carried
out. In other words, "even if we lose, we did,
the best we could."

Similarily, a senior officer of a bank corn- I
ments: "The effectiveness of our exte4a1 rela-
tions program can be judged concrerel}, and
simply." His criterion: "Is proNsed legislation
affecting banking fair or punitive, and is it
conceived intelligently or out of ignorance?"
Again, his question is not whether or not the
legislation, was enacted; rather it is whether
legislators were provided with enough informa-
tion, including input from the industry and the

, company, to permit balanced judgment by
each legisla-tor'when, he casts his vote.

The chief executive- officer of a bank is
satisfied by evidence that congressional staff is
becoming responsive to his company, 'and is

even beginning to call the vice presi nt -
government relations for information on ca-
sion. Small incremental successes such as is

keep many 'top executives content. If a ill

that passes is "not as damaging as it could have
been," or if there is a general feeling, that the
company or the industry received balanced
treatment, that can be satisfaction enough.
Similar criteria may be applied to the corpora-
tion's relations with any of its publics. It is At
the_"activities" level that the effiency of staff
performance is most easily measured.

Measuring Activities

Several chief executives have a number of
their own personal benchmafks for measuring
external relations. The CE of a large manu-
facturing company enume tes: "service com-
plaints, correspondence my office, media
coverage, regulatory attitud , political atti-
tude,s, employee attitudes, and customer
atceptance." Many of these can be measured in
quantiVive terms.

The chief executive officer and the vice e
president government affairs at a bank holding

13
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compan
'chief
fofma

ty days to give the
cutive an opportunity to evaluate
the company's recently initiated gov-

ernment relations campaign. Together, the two
executives- review each and every contact with
a government official or staff member. They
review all calls on legislators or their staffs, and
all telephone communications. They keep a
tally oof hoW many contacts were made, the
Mature of the contacts, and visits made.

Many external relations executives acknowl-
edge that they are being judged on their
capabilities. :They talk frequently about the
degree of creativity and innovation in their
programs as a measure of the quality of the

, effort. Some ,of the external relations execu-.
,c tives say that they are evaluated in terms of

the number of programs and activities accom-
plished by 'their staff over a specific period of
time. Others are judged by the number of

ti complaints 'and inquiries received. ,

Iii oneinstance, the vice president a his
staff submit detailed accountability statements
each year e'stateinents which will be reviewed
at the end of that year. These statements
include such specific items ass numbers Of press
clippings and numbers of' visits to state legisla-
tors. While granting that some of these results
are not sttictly attributable to him and his
staff (e.g., a fire in a plant would generate.
more press coverage than the company usually
gets), this vice president thinks that the figures
are accurate over the long run. t

On the 'other hand, many executives see no-7
value in counting press releases and the like/
One executive comments that the amount of
time required to keep a count of press releases
and how often a reporter was taken to lunch
would be better used as productive woritime
on key external programs.

Meeting Budget F orecasts

Frequently., the external relations executive
submits departmental budget ankmanpOwer
forecasts, right along with annual objectives, in
the same, report to top management. Sixty-one
executives report that they are appraised on
how well they adhere to their own tudget

a

,

I
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projections.. Perhaps typical df this troup, one
executive who is measured. stringently on a
budget basis believes that thii is the only way
to evaluate his job. rf management wants an
image survey, he says, he can provide them
with one showing any results they want to see.

In judgments based on budget, allowance is
usually made for unfore'seeable items. One
example:_provided by 'a respoltdent relates io
the" nation's bicentennial celebration. At about
mid-year of 1973, the external relations depart-
ment was asked to create a special program for
the bicentennial a program that would run
through '1976. Because this program was not
anticipated, and because it was to be assigned
top priority, forecast budget levels became
unrealistic, and some of the department's other
objectives had to be put off until the following
year.

Another case involved the commemoration of
a company'S 50th anniversary., The public
affairs department Was instructed -to initiate
and conduct a special program to celebrate this
event. Although this special .program had not
been anticipated when the departmental budget
was prepared, through careful planning and
allocation of resources' the depattment was still
able to come in under budget at the end df the
year.

Thus, while there are those in corporate
management who say that, no measurement is
possible in this field, most organizations have
arrived at some standal-ds for.,,assessment at
least of the activities, if. not of Ike results. And
while Were may be drawbacks to some of
those standards' and no universal- agreement
on most of them the standards are used with
Some degree of success, saccording to the
respondents.

It All Depends on the Situatidn

Practically speaking, a substantial number of
external relations practitioners see, much of the
appraisal alread31 discussed -as essentially subjec-
tive and nonconcrete Indeed, they insist. that
any appraisal Of 'their function is necessarily
subjective. They themselves,are hard. pressed to
identify prec,0 standards on which They can

...
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, be evaluated. And since they concede that they
must be evaluated, they fall back on the
conclusion that the evaluation is simply 'a

matter of the opinion of those above' them
who happen to be making the iptiluation.

O

, Where the goals that have been set are very
broad, the ultimate assessment simply stated

is the chief executivM opinion. , hile
not all CEO's would agree, perha the most
expressive chief executive amo g the
respondents is the one who admitted that he,
determines the success (or 'the failure) 'of his

. company's; external relations program by the
variations in his blood pressure! -

From their own vantage point, many
external 'relations executives believe that 'they
are appraised solely on the basis of their
bosses' judgment a "seat of the pants,"
evaluation, one calls it. What it all ultimately'
boils down to, they` feel, is whether or not the
person tikwhom you report thinks you are
doing a food job and thinks that the programs

'you are carrying out are effective.
Qn the assumption that his superior's ,

opinion is what will determine the praisal of ', -
his erforMance and the appraisal oo. his total
oper tions, a vice president public affairs.of

. an i urance company recommends _strongly %.
that the external relations executive work, out

...,
,

a, clear _understanding with his superior as to. ,,-
What the -external job entails. This and r-

,,
atanding niay vary from ,what everyone e Ise,

. .
'thirdis. the 'fob is, "but as long as you and y ur
boss;are agreeTent, you are, on safe

:ground.". ,

ft'

1 ' It Is arfAcadqmic Exercise

Considerink;the vagaries 'of -evaluation, -

alreadY-discussed,% there ,is a group of abOut
twenty CEO's and staff executives Vitio., speak-,
ing pragmatically, say performance just catinot,,,

. be measured. Some go further -; even if it:
could why bother? .

In spelling this out, they, talk.abiZut fhe vast-' -.

scope of some of the issues. It111 been 1.' -4
established that a great many Of.111'4' respon-
dents to this study see the lack 'of .tilit,riese't I'"--... - 4,

credibIlity as the'. primak issue` facing sorpotak,
- - .

', gi * . -t
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Lions today. At the same time, there is agree-
ment among. most corporate leaders that their
companies, acting individually, cannot hope to
turn .the tide of public distrust in business.
These executives concede that their companies
must each do their part and hope to make a.
bit . of progress, but ,they must also work
through industry associations and business
groups. And even that is only a beginning.

Therefore, how can an external relations
efyrt be evaluated on the basis of trends in
the public's distrust of business as an institu-
tion? If, the corporate 'external relations pro-
gram' is: designed to attack the problem of
diminished credibility, can there be an assess-
ment of that' company's impact on a problem
involving not only the entire business corn-

, mu'hity but all of the major institutions of our
. society?

Because of ,suchquestions, a feW chief :
executives,,and a laiger number f external
,relations executives, believe that t ere are no
reliable yardsticks with which a company Can
mea ure the effectiveness' Of its external reli-
ti program._ These, executives ,are in general
agree nt, too, that no Criteria for measure-
ment could exist because of( the nature of the
subject. External relations, they feel; 'simply
does not lend itself to quantification.-

One chief executive of a large multinational
company talks about) his company's programs
in community relations. He says that manage-
ment long' ago accepted the fact that such
progras must be conducted by business, and
if the .ipeOgrams 'result in a general feeling .of
goodwill toward the company: or at least' a
lack of negative feeling = he does not know
tiow =to measure that, but iS satisfactory.
This executive refers to such activities as "non-
business" activities, and s ho full-time
staff to their actininistrarrOn..The CEO plays a
'major personal role In all extelial programs in
this oggapization.

The basic difficulties of eValuatiob can be
further illustrated, using an example in the
'governm ent relations field. An overall objective
'oft,..mgy companies,-is.tte establishment of a

better rapport with the government and with

,
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government dfficials, as well as an intluentiql
voice an the° formulation,of legislation. Viewed
in more immediate terms, the external relations
effort- may' be aimed at the passage or blocking
of a -particular` bill. However, chief executives
readily agree that..whether or not certain
legifialion- is oaised by Congress is not wholly
within the control of the government relations
staff Qf a company, even though that staff may
have beep working- diligently. Staff members
may have analyzed the pending legislation and
tried to .--yrovide congressmen and,- theil staffs
with infolihation explaining the cbmpany's
position ,on the various facets of the legislation
and the reasons for the company's' position.

4

C

4.
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But, obviously, any other `factors unrelated
to the activities of the :company's -. staff
ulthhately interact: and, coalesce to influen
the final vote. Is it fah% to credit staff if the
bill passes or b.lame staff if it fails? Most.
a6.ee this would not he fair. Yet, as already
mentioned above, some companies do evaluate
on the basis of the effort 'made.
7 Not only do. no yardsticks exist, a number
of executives say, but this is an area which
should not\be measured. Several CEO's profess
an uncertainty about whether there is any need
to measure external efforts since this is a job
that simply must be done. "We must fight back.
We have no choice but to do so," they say.'

8?.

.
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:Appendix'A ,

:Sample Job DetcriiitiOns

BEMIS COMPANY, INC.
Director of Public Affairs

purpose:.

a

To ensure society's continuation of the company's franchise to. operate constructively and Profitably by:

1) Defining from time to time the company's obligations to society.
2) Coordinatieg Corporate resources, both human andlinencial, to meet those obligatons.
3) Influencing insofar as possible society's expectations and requirements of the company.

Scope of_ Authority:
t.

Develops corporate policy regarding financial and manpower commitments to community involvement and
social and political action, subject to approval by management senior to this position and/or the board of
directors. Has authority to 'interpret and implement policy and- procedures applicable to this function. Works'
with operational units in establishing local programs designed to implement policy. Reports to the chairman.

Functional Responsibilities:
°

1) Reviews and evaluates current community activities and problems and ,recommends programs In which
Bemis should be involved. Assists local managements to develop and maintain an awareness of community social
environment and . issues, and their impact on Bemis. Recommends participation in problem-solving activities
consistent with corporate commitment. \ r

2) Establishes the strategy for corporate contributions consistent with social responsibility objectives and
serves as chairman of 1e Contributions Committee. Receives and evaluates ntribution request's fro'm health',

welfare, ctOural, civic and educational institutions. 'V,
3) Sees. that liaison with civic and communityorientecl business organizati ns is. maintained in suchiganization's as are deemed appropriate;. e.g., Chamber of Commerce, NAM, Upper Midwest Council, Urban
alition,pdnior Achievement, etc. Has primary responsibility in Twin Cities area and secalfdary responsibility

lsewhere. - , 1.

.

.

1
--4)- Determines- the kind and extent of political involvement which the co pany should foster with

and develops appropriate programs.
5) Sees that meaningful relationships with all facets of government for which Semis has a concern are

maintained. Maintains direct relationships with key personnel at the federal level and at the state and local levels
in Minnesota. Coordinates Bemis'-re ationships wjth'other ate and !beat governments where Ben is involved.

Maintains contact and cornmu ication with Bemis ma agement at all locations sogthar
--

a) Incumbent is kept abreast of the status of community problems of concern to the company and can assist
* local management in evaluating what is going dn. .

b) Incumbent can advise regarding changes in outside forces that are of concern tp our operations..,
'c) All concerned parties can take an effective role in legislative and governmental gction on &timely basis.

.

7) Monitors activities and effectiveness of jyograms vitiated by this office, as well as programs which are the
responsibility others; e.g., EEO, OSHA, environmental controls, etc. 'Establishes policy and program for
operating units to follow in implementing pinchases from or other involvements with minority businesses.

a
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UNITED TELECOM

Job Title: Vice President Corporate Communications

,Por Vice President Slaff
epoits to:

SU pe 43-

Assistant Vice President '
Director, Publications and Information
Director,Public Relations and Public Affairs
Manager, Community and State Affairs

General Function:

Provide an environment of two-way communications between United Telecom management and the public,
government officials, regulators and news media to enhance their understanding of United Telecom's policies,
objectives and achievements, and, in turn, alert management as to what trends and needs exist in the external

.

environment.

Duties and Responsibilities:

. 1. Lends direction to the audio-visual commOications, public?tions, news releases, advertising, community
affairs, public relations, public affairs and legislative action efforts of United Telecom twadquarters to achieve
desired goals of maintaining _a desirable company image. i

. ,
2. Provides counsel and assistance tO the subsidiary companies as needed in their efforts to communicate with

their publics. e
.

3. Lends direction to the administratign of charitable contributiohs programs in support of education,
economic, civic and cultural 'development for United, Telecom and aids the subsidiaries in these areas, as

requested 'by them. .,

4. Lends direction to the corporate advertising program by which the corppany% name is presented through
the media s2., as to crea a favorable attitude in the public's mind towathe United System's services and
products. 41 69

5. Provides in t anagement as to the feedback from .the public reflecting their reaction/ to company
v policies and actions.

6. Lends direction to the publishing and distribution of the annual report, quarterly financial reports, report
of the annual stockholder meetirquarterly magazine, and Dialog. ,

7. Serves on the'Operations RWiew Committee and prepares monthly reports for the executive staff.
', 8. Carries out administrative or special project functions as may be directed by'the executive staff.

4.4{\ t`t*.-443-0,3,4. 041

..,

Experience: .

- ,....

., .
Over 10 years' exposure to all phases of corporate communications, public affairs, public relations, and

advertilir0

6ducaton:

College degree journalism,'pdblic affair or business administration.

s.

t.
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NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Position Description

Position: Director of Communications

Reports to: Senior Vice President

Organization Unit: Communications Department Administration Division,
, .

`Basic Funqtion: r

4,1

Initiates, establishes, and promotes the use of communications policies and programs to develop and maintain
favorable attitudes toward NMI: among the company's various publics. Presents recommendations to senior
management that will help determine the company's objectives, policies and plans insofar as they the

company's public image.

Nature and Scope:

The incumbent, along with the Vice President of Agencies and the Vice President of Field Financial Services,
reports to the Senior Vice President. The managers of 'Advertising, Public Relations, and ConsUrner and

Policyovvner Relations report directly to the incumbent, as dies an executive secretary. An assistant manage,' of
advertising, eleven speCialists, and seventeen difice staff personn4report to the aforementioned managers.

The purpose of"the Communications Department isto evaluate how various publics feel about NML, identify
the actions .ofirie company with the public interest, and then plan and execute communication programs to
earn favorable understanding for the company among the various publics. The Communicatiods Department
strivhs to communicate with, the company's publics in such a forthright ma' nner that the company will continue,
to deserve a good reputation. To reach the various publics ,with the company's messages,' the department is
organizid into three divisions Advertising,. Public Relations, and Consumer ancl Policyowner Relations.

The Advertising Division 'it responsible for. nationaj advertising, publications for agents and their clients, and
creative art services. The purpose of national advertising in NML is to reduce the cost of selling and to sustain
and strengthen the enthusiasm, and Loyalty of 'potential and present policyowners. It reduces costs for the agents
by creating a degree of awareness of NML among potential policyowners in their target markets that they
otherwise would have to create for themselves. Advertising also reaffirms the ideas and attitudes that lead to
NML policyownership and strenghthens the policyowner's disposition to repurchase and recommend NML.
Publicationi prepared i this division include Icceative Living, Field News, Field Notes, and Field
News-Management Edition. The creative art services ilnit provides the expertise to create all company graphic
designs and to act as consultants for any graphics-related problems which may arise in the company. A manager
of advertising, an assistant manager of advertising, an editor-Field News, an editor -Field Notes, two graphic
designers, tone display artist and four other office staff personnel comprise the Advertising Division.

The Public Relations Division is responsible for news media services, empIttyee communications, photographic
services, the reference library, community relations, and special events. Public Relations is the anagement

function which evaluates publics attitudes, identifies the polices and procedures of a company with the pUblic
interest, and executes a program cot action to earn public understanding and acceptance. A man of public

J
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NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Position Description (con't.)

relations directs a -specialized staff consisting of four specialists and ten other office staff personnel in the
accomplishment of these ob'jectiv'es.

The Consumer and Policyowner Relations-Division is the voice of the. company when the company speaks to ",
policyowners and prospective policyowners as a group and the ear of the company when these groups speak.
Responsibilities of the division include: annual report

// premium enclosures, annual policyowner meeting, special
communications to policyowner,s, audiovisual sefvioles, communications liaison with the NML Real estate
Investment Trust, and puhlic relations for the president's office. The division-helps to formulate company policy
and public statements on matters related to the growing cqnsumerism movement. A manager of consumer and
policyowner relations directs a specialized staff consisting of two specialists and three other staff, personnel in
carrying out the functions of the division.

As the Director of the Communications Department, the incumbent, is actively involved in the development of
'broad communication goals which are then delegated to the respective managers of the department.
Commilnications is a rapidly changing art and its effectiveness is greatly influenced by economic as well as sqcial ,
trends. The incumbent 'directs the completion of regular research studies and actively uses these research
measurement results in monitoring the effectiveness of the department and in establishing departmerit objectives
aimed at maintaining, improving or changing attitudes of the various piittlics. The incumbent must be awarso/
these trends in relation to NML's communications efforts in order to help set company objectives; to assist the
company to define its role in the area of corporate social responsibility; and to suggest and implement specific
programs to attain these objectives through the 'direction of key -department persbnnel. The incumbent seeks
opportunities to explain and discuss various field communicatiops programs to the field through home office
contacts and through personal agency visitations.

This position requires managerial know-how in the communications areas, as well as a knowledge of the
marketing effort in relation to these areas. .

4

..,
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AGWAY INC.

Job Title: Group Vice President Staff Services

Supervisor: General Manager

Division: Staff Services

Principal Duties and Respontibilities:

Personally responsible for coordinatinkgovernment relations at the-federal level, and far liaison with'assigned

outside ventures and associated farm organAtions, in addition to supervisionof assigned staff departments.

1
Recommend to the General Manager in writing any changes in Agway policies and procedures deemed need d to

enhance attainment of institutional longrange goals.
- t

2 Establish andCriaintain functtgnal relations with key persons at the Federal Government level, including those in

associated bureaus and agencies dealing with matters affecting Agway and Agway members.

Serve as the coordinator of activities involving specified associated organizations such as ,A.I.C., National

Council, and the like.

Serve as'the official metitor on corporate matters affecting Agway's image pertaining to its various publics.

Coordinate and d sect the administration of the staff services which are responsib. to the encof providing

optimum service an support to appropriate other line and staff functions.

: Maintain close correlation with the Group Vice President General Services and the Group Vice President

Diitribution to the end of coordinating activities and programs which are of mutuilisoncern to Agway and

Agway members.

Serve as a member of the executive committee and of other committees and boards as'designated by the General

-Manager.

'N. 8.

s

Direct the administration of institutional communications programs and activities (exclusive of advertising)

relating to Agway's publics other than employees, including the Agway annual, meeting and chairmanship of th

,communications committee.
0 ,

.

'9. Backstop to the General Manager on behalf of Agway management irf top-level situations.
. .

5

n- 55

Supervision: Secretary , ,

Director of Member Relations' -
Director of Public Relations
Director of Environmental Quality and Engineering
Director of Research and Development
Director of Transportation
Director of Data Processing
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ELECTRIC 'UTILITY
-"iDa'sdriPtiort: Director of Public Relations

,

Maintain publie.a,oceptarice and appreciation for the company as an investor -owned utility and for the
rviOe'it provides; and promofe-undeittanding of the American .economic systein. ,

, - .

, . - . .-

ps: Reports to the 'GroupExecutive -for Legal and .Administrative- Services. Staff to other
.. , .,....

departments. Supervises the Managers of Communications; Creative, and Informatibn services,anct,. _ - :- .

nuclear blant-centers.centers.

It-

6ritIt To administer the Public Relations Department

Planns-for a 'oordinated public.relations program
_and --,for the- initiation or recommendation of

icthrities.

ipartMent'i

rtmentisSidttorie.a

2. Communications_ 7- Plans fOr eommunications to

,-.-
prornotevublic understanding of the cornpdny's- , --- . _
opkrations.and appreciation of its personnel and* : .,..,,

services:
-, -, -

-

InforrnatiOn'-= Plans for dissemination.of
iiiation'about energy, the electric industry;and

he-,-Arnerican economic system id emplOyees and

slid" the public to -the end thatappreciation is
dekeloped for the .company as an investor -owned

-

2--tolltetptetor_npan;-.4itiiiii4ftd.senticag'

Pr*Ciliires:care4establi
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AN ELECTRIC UTILITY
Position,Description (con't.)

Advertising Plans for advertising to support the
company's objectives.

_ ,

5. Relationships with' News Media Plans for
regular visits with editors and broadcasters to
identify questions and share information.

Industry Relations Coordinates the company's
public relatiOns' activities withthose o neighbor
ing Utilities` and with electric i usiry
zations.

".
., 7. Plans for coordination of activities of the Public

Rela. tions Department with other departments./

8._ Contributions Reviews equests for ,contri-
butions and maker reco tions consistent
with previous practice and ny policy.

9. Personnel Maintains a qualified staff arrl plans
for motivation'and development of nersonnel.

V

..THE CONFERENCE BOARD

. .

a.

a.

°. b.

46

InstitUtional and rustomerservice advertising, is
planned to support the company's goals, end
. .

appropriate programs implemented._

All- newspaper and broadcasi media in the corn:
parry's service area are visited at least once a year
by S representative of the depirtment

Information about public 41ations-aitivitlies is
exchanged with'neighboring electric

The company is active in plannirig and ineorme!"i'i
tional meetings of inclUst' ry public;informition
groups.

.
a. Working relationships are eStablished with other;;;

departments to prOvidetem Staff -Servi . .
.

.dib.- .,Relationships- aremairitaine yyl other
ments to with- developments vv i

public relations oPpprtUnitieSt?,.

pincedures are established: for
fPrmation duringcernergenbieS-i,stioiiaS'a'ceitie:

? ing power faiipieor enurii he, ."

h 'offer,
.JP

a. Requests for system or majorcapitel funds drive;
'contributions are reviewed an

, made. =

recommendationW

b. A- continuing history of'.dontributiqns
veloped to assure consistency the recOrri
mendations offered.

.; -
a. Position descriptions and standards of

--,

perfor--
. mance are prep-ed for each supervisory job.

,

b. Performance of superviSory employ es is re= .
viewed and appraised at least once ann ally.

4 ,,
,
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AN ELECTRIC UTILITY,
"'Position' Description (cont.).

c

,

10. Organization Plans for an organization :that
may reasonably be expected to perform, the
functions of the department effectively and
efficiently.

11. Budgets Proposes, and when approved, ad-
- ministers the budget for the Public RelatiOns

trepadment.
. .

. .

3

'0

12. Reports,to Shareholders Nns for the writing,
design and production of annual. reports and
quarterly letters to shareholders.

13: Accepts such oihbr duties as may be assigned,

(

c. Individuals are recommended for' training or .
manageme' rit-development ,activities, and are en-

-34.3

couraged in the' Professionel -development.

d. Planning includes a backup or replacement for
section heads.

_

, -,

3 a. ..The departmental organization `is' reviewed an-
nually arid any changes that maybe indicated are
recommended for approval.

.3

A

The proposed 'budget is prepared according to
instructions and submitted on schedule.,

The, appi-oved budget is 'administered in keeping
With 'company. policies and accounting pro-
cedures, ,

''E4)-1\ x
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SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK.
Position Description

I

Functional Title: Public Affairs
Department Head'

Incumbent:

Reports to:

Senior Vice President

Administrator, Bank Support
Group

Department: Public Affairs

Location: Head Office

Accountability,Objective:

Direct the development and implementation of prOgrams for the overall community and employees to provide
Bank identification and a positive image to the public and business community.

J--

Nature, Scope and Relationships:

. The incumbent reports to the Administrator, Bank SUOport qrOup,, as do the heads of the Bank t.ocations,

Consumer Finance, Marketing, Real Estate FinanCe, and Research Departments.

The Public Affairs Department is responsible for projecting the Bank into the overall community to establish
prOgrams and relationships in governmental, community and urban agencies, and service organizations.
departmerit has responsibility for public affairs forecasting to determine which external factors will impact on'
management decision making and' to what degree. It plans, writes and publishes the Bank's quarterly and annual
reports and financial supplement data. The department also is responsible-for keeping the general public and business

..,community aware of Bank activities, and informing employees of Bank activities through such internal organs as
Comments and Security News The department determines what Bank achieve nts and philosophies will be
disseminated to the public and develops strategies and specific ,programs to achieve /heir publicity. A special aspect
of public relations is contingency planning, which involves determination of the Bank's public stand on such issues as
urban prOblems and economic conditions to make appiopeiate statements for the press.

Reporting to the incumbent are the managers of the Government Relations, Community Relations, Contributions
and Events, Public Information, and Editorial ServicSes Divisions.

Specific Accountabilities:
a -$

1. To direct the planning of public relations strategies in concert with senior management, detetraining the
posture of the Bank to be corniced to the public, and identifying target areas of the public and business_
community. 1

' t
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SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
PositiOn Description (con't.)

2.To direct the develop nt of publicity campaigns and programs, ensuring effective irriplerbentation to
communicate4he Bank's actions d its standing as a leading financial and community service institutioh.

- 3. To direct the developme t of government relations strategies to assist the Bank in achieving impact in the
governmental area..

4. To ensure the establishment and maintenance of an information network to keep abreast of and research
major legislation and regulatiOns of direct concern to the Bank. I ,

5. To ensure the establishment and maintenance of contacts with key elected and appointed officials in national,
state, and local government to make the Bank's position knowit on specific issues and influence actions in its
Interest.

6. 'To direct in-depth studies of issues and problems in the areas of urban, education and consumer affairs,
determining needs and opportunities for Bank action and formulating detailed strategies and programs.

7. To direct the development of written communications fpF internal and external use, ensuring interesting and
accurate account-of Bank activities.

8. To ensure development and majntenance of relationships with members of the press and Other media to
generate awareness of Bank activities, disseminAte news.materigond initiate publicity actions.

9. To direct the planning of the Bank's quarterly and annual reports, ensuring accurate publication of the Bank's
financial status.

10. To direct the review of requests'made to the Bank for charitable contribute ns to determine a proper formula
and polic,' for.making such, contributions.

11. To direct the rank's political action programs to provide staff iniiblvement in political affairs and achieve
recognition ofithe Bank through 'group contributions, education.programs and forums.

A*/
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BERGSTROM PAPER COMPANY
Statement of Job Responsibilities

Job'Title: Public Affairs Director
Organizational Unit: Staff

I General Responsibili{y: as

I

L.

1.

This position is esponsible and accountable for the public affairs programs of the company, directing and
participating in planned courses of action conducive to the Maintenance of a high degree of proficiency as an
ethical corporate citizen, through diligent study, interpretation and evaluation of political, social and economic
trends impinging,on the company's operationssto the end that its growth be maintained iSolitically in a favorable

government and public environment. The incumbent also assists the Secretary and Counsel in administering the*

legal affairs of the company.

Organizational Relatidnship:
./A Line: Responsible to: Sec;etary and Counsel

B Staff: Advise and assist all relevant departments and tompany officers in public affairs matter's
affecting the company:*eliciting their response in the'furtherance of the discharge of the duties

arid action by the companyin the thrtherance of its public affairs programs.

`4-

Ill Specific Responsibilities: s.

1. Analyze and determine the effect of public and government issues on the company; establishing priority of
importance in light oidollar costs and management decisions.

2. Maintain a high degree of awareness of government and political trends, issues and legislation,'while
maintaining cognizance and awareness of political, economic and social changes.

3. Present informatiOn and recommendations to corporate administration, as well as pertinent departments, to
assist in the determination of the company's position and its ensuing course of action.

4. Perceive and anticipate the need for action as a result of government administrative, legislative or agency
action and develop independent or cooperatA'smeasures for'dealing with them.

'5. Coordinate company efforts in coping with governmental actions once a company course has been decided.

6. Assist the Secretary and Counsel in the -administration of the legal affairs of the company with particular
emphasis on matters, nvolying directives of governmental agencies.

7. Review and police all lawful directives and orders of governMent agencies to assure the company's
compliance with, such orders.

8. Establish and maintain effective communications with appropriate government ctfficials on federal, state

and local lavels;, maintaining insofar. as possible the good will of government officials with the company.
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BERGSTROM PAPER COMPANY
Statement of Job Responsibilities (con't;)

44 . . ,,--''
9. Initiate statements of company's position on public issues, submitting the same to the appropriate

company officers for approval and promulgation, and representihg the company in public hearings as required.
o'...." \

10. Participate in the promotiOn_ and maintenance Of favorable relations with the company's communities,
working with corporate officers and the communications coordinator, personnel, and marketing towards its
assurance.

)
---4

11. Develop and participate in political training for company personnel,
informed on the political process, candidates and issues.

12. Maintain a direct and participative relationship with designated associations and organizations to maximize
the result of the company's participation' in the programs of these groups and the counseling of other employees'
invorved with such associations. ,

a

encouraging employees to kee)

...

13. Activeky participate in political activity )in the communities in Which the company resides and the
encouragement of other employees of 'the company to do the same..

-...i
IV Collateral Responsibilities:

.1

a

-:--

The Public Affairs Director will discern andey'aluate social and economic changes in the ever-changing affair(' .
of national, state and local governments. The incumbent will work closely with organizations such as-the local
and national Chambers of Commerce, the Wisconsin and National Manufacturers Associations, the American
Paper Institute, NARI, the Wisconsin Paper and Pulp Manufacturers Traffic Association, the American Forest'
Institute, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement, Wisconsin Paper Council, The Conference Board,
and Wisconsin Public Expenditure Survey. The director will institute_ and cooperate with appropriate individuals
in the company and korporate officers if the position calls for a determination of what government matters
affect the Company's well-being, coordinating also the activities of the company in carrying out the action'
Program determined. The dutjes of this office include working with national, state and local legislative and.
e cutive agencies affecting the company's life; presenting the company's position on such matters directly to the
gov rnment officials involved, and at public hearings in-which the company's presence is required.

-*

r
F

.
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Appendix B
A Compendium of Exdputive Titles and Unit Designations

This appendix is a catalog of many of the variations
in external relations titles and unit designations found
among the companies that responded to this study. The
list is intended to demonstrate the wide array of
designations in corporate use today, to sketch a pictur
of the total look of the corporate external relations
function. Not included are s9rne of the more esoteric
combinations of titles and unit designations that are

. Titles:

Senior Vice President
Executive Vice President

Vice President
Vice President and Director
Director
Manager

Coordinator

Representative
Senior Editor
Editor
General Supervlsor

'Supervisor
General Manager

Comprehensive Units:

Corporate Affairs 7
.Corporate Communications
Corp.orat Public/Relations
Corpop to Public/Relations and Communications

. .`
Dor rate Relations
External Affairs
External Relations /

Law and External Af airs
Marketing and Publ. Affairsit._
Publiceffairs
Public and hover r ment Affairs
Public Int.ormati n
Public Relation
Public Relatio and Adverti ing
Public Relatio s and Public ffairs
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used by, only one or two respondents and are probably
not applicable to other companies.

Nis\ attempt has been made to show prevalence of unit
designations, but only to indicate their variety. Also,
some executives evidently carry more than one title, one

that is used colloquially in toe company and one that
actually appears on the corporate organization chart.
The list is limited to the latter. .

Specialized Units:,

Advertising
Advertising,and Public-Information
Budgets and Administration
COmmunication _

CommunicationsServices
Community Relations
Cot imunity-and State Affairs
Consurfier Affairs:
Consumer and Community Affairs
Corporate Advertising and Promotion
CorporatrAdve

4,-
Como/ e Contri
Cort / ate Graph
.Cot, rate Infor 00

eative Services

ustorner Service
Design and Photography
Editorial and Graphic Services
Energy Education Services

Employee Communications
Employee Publications
Environmental Affairs .

Environmental and Safety Affairs
Executive Communications
Films and Special Programs
Financial Communications
Government and Public Affairs
Government Affairs
Government and Industry Affairs
Government Relations

^Graphic Arts
.

ing and Visual Communication
utions

cs

Industrial Ecology
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.Specialized Units ccon't.)

Industry and Corporate Affairs
Informetfbn and Pub libations
Institutional Advertising .

:Internal,Communications
International Communicatioiga.
Investor Relations
Issues Analysis &Id Presentation
Legislative Analysis

Management Communications
Marketing Communication,
Media and Budgets /
Media Relations /
Member'Ralatio
News and Information
News Services

Pressaild Internal Communications

'

41

A

Printing and Distribution ,

Production Services
,Public Affairs

Public ComAunications
Public Information
Public Policy Deiielopment
Public RelatiOr'is

Publications
Sales Development Services

Special Projedts

Stockholder Relations

Urban Affairs

Visual Communications

Youth and Educational Relations

Washington Office
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